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Executive summary
Atkins Heritage was commissioned by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council to provide a historic
assessment of Panshanger Airfield and its component buildings and structures, to establish
whether designation of the airfield, its component buildings, or other related historic structures and
features is appropriate.
The research found that Panshanger began life as a decoy factory during World War II (WWII), prior
to which the airfield had been in use as agricultural fields owned by the nearby Panshanger estate.
The role of the decoy site then changed to become an airfield used for pilot training before
becoming a commercial aerodrome. The original extent of the airfield has been reduced in size as a
result of fragmentation of the land holding and later housing development. A number of key
buildings associated with the original use of the airfield have also now been demolished. Due to the
fragmentation of the airfield and the loss of significant buildings it is concluded that Panshanger
does not retain sufficient historic interest to meet the criteria for either designation as a Scheduled
Ancient Monument or for Listing under the register of Buildings of Special Architectural and Historic
Interest as a group, or designation as a Conservation Area. A number of important building have
however been identified. It is recommended that these are considered on an individual basis for
further investigation by English Heritage, and that they may meet the criteria for Listing or
Scheduling due to their rarity.
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1.

Introduction
Site location

1.1.

The site of Panshanger Airfield is located 3 kilometres east of the centre of Welwyn
Garden City, in the Borough of Welwyn Hatfield in the county of Hertfordshire. The
airfield occupies land set back from the edge of a prominent ridge line above the valley of
the river Mimram on the north-eastern edge of Welwyn Garden City. The airfield is in
active use as an aerodrome and flying school, with residential development running
along two-thirds of the western section of its southern perimeter, while the eastern
section of its northern perimeter borders onto Henry Wood. The airfield’s eastern
boundary follows a historic field boundary with hedging that is adjacent to open
agricultural land. This boundary also forms the northern perimeter of the airfield as it
turns west and develops into a mixed shelter belt of trees, hedging and scrub vegetation
on the western part of its northern boundary, with the airfield’s current property boundary
lying to the south of the perimeter track way and modern earthwork bund and ditch.
Further west, the northern boundary becomes more open, with agricultural fields beyond
and a public right of way that forms the airfield’s western and north-western perimeter.

1.2.

The current ownership of the airfield comprises the area of the main airstrip and the
buildings and structures that made up the South Site of the World War II (WWII)
aerodrome. The original WWII airfield also included land to the south, on what is now an
area of housing immediately adjacent to the present southern boundary and Moneyhole
Lane Park; and to the north, including the buildings and structures of what is called
Bericot Green.

Project Background
1.3.

Atkins Heritage has been commissioned by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council to
undertake an historic appraisal of Panshanger Airfield and its component buildings and
structures.

1.4.

The aim of this work is to provide a robust assessment of the airfield, its significance, and
whether it, of any of its component parts, merits protective designation, in accordance
with current legislation, policy and guidance. To this end the aim of this appraisal is to:


Understand the values attributed to the site and the significance of the assets
present;



Understand the relationship between the site and its historic and contemporary
context;



Understand the condition of the assets and the extent to which they survive and
evidence the historic use of the site;



Engage effectively with relevant stakeholders to establish the relative significance of
the site and assets associated with it, and



Offer an informed and independent assessment of the special significance of the site
and setting out a clear, well reasoned and evidenced, justification for any conclusions
reached.
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2.

Project methodology
Research and Understanding

2.1.

In order to understand the significance of the airfield in its current form it is necessary to
understand its historic development and the heritage values that it holds. This element of
the work has been based on:


Fieldwork and an on–site assessment of the site and related structures;



Documentary research into the historical importance of the site; and



Consultation with relevant parties on the significance of the site.

Fieldwork
2.2.

A walkover survey of the site was undertaken. This included an inspection of the site, an
internal examination of its buildings, where accessible, and an examination of the site’s
wider setting and those of heritage assets that have a visual relationship with the site.
The field recording notes can be found in Appendix G. These are field notes and are not
intended to meet the criteria for archaeological recording.

Documentary Research
2.3.

Research was undertaken into the history of the site and its buildings using readily
available documentation and specialist sources. This included:


National Archives



Royal Air Force Museum, Hendon



English Heritage Archive (photographic collection)



Hertfordshire County Records Office



Hertfordshire Historic Environment Record



Published sources

Consultation
2.4.

As part of our research we undertook a consultation exercise with relevant groups to
inform the assessment of the airfield’s significance. Consultees were agreed with WHBC
and included those below:


Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council specialist Conservation advisors, Beams;



Hertfordshire County Council Archaeological Services;



English Heritage;



The Airfield Research Group;



20th Century Society; and
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Relevant local heritage groups and organisations with an interest in/knowledge of the
heritage of the site (as set out in Appendix C).

Consultation Methodology
2.5.

Once key consultees had been agreed with WHBC a questionnaire was developed and
sent to the consultees (Appendix C). The questionnaire was intended as an opportunity
for consultees to provide information on the architectural and historic significance of the
airfield and its buildings (the key criteria for designation), as well as their views on other
aspects of significance. Due to project timescales a 3 week period for responses was
given beyond which consideration within the report could not be guaranteed.

2.6.

Responses were then collated and are considered in Section 7. An example of the
questionnaire and the consultation responses can be found in Appendix C.

2.7.

The key consultees agreed with WHBC consisted of groups and individuals connected to
the airfield or with an interest in local heritage. Individuals with key knowledge of the
history of the airfield were also consulted. In addition to these a number of completed
questionnaires were received from groups and individuals who were not targeted during
the consultation process. Both the targeted and unsolicited responses can be found in
Appendix C.
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3.

Legislation, Policy and Guidance
National Legislation

3.1.

National legislation relevant to this assessment includes the following:


Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (AMAA)



Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990



Treasure Act 1996



Burial Act 1857 and Disused Burial Grounds (Amendment) Act 1981



Hedgerow Regulations 1997

National Planning Policy
3.2.

Section 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the government’s
objectives for the management of the historic environment and establishes guidance for
the consideration of the historic environment in the preparation of development plans and
the development control process. The NPPF states that:
‘[Local authorities] should recognise that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource
and conserve them in a manner appropriate to their significance.’

3.3.

Paragraph 127 of the NPPF also states that:

3.4.

When considering the designation of conservation areas, local planning authorities
should ensure that an area justifies such status because of its special architectural or
historic interest, and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.

Local Planning Policy
3.5.

Local panning policy relating to the historic environment is set out below. The Welwyn
Hatfield District Plan 2005, is still in force, with the emerging Core Strategy set to
supersede it in part.

Welwyn Hatfield District Plan, April 2005
3.6.

3.7.

The following saved policies within the District Plan of 2005 are relevant to the historic
environment in general:


R24 Character Appraisals and Enhancements



R27 Demolition of Listed Buildings



R28 Historic Parks and Gardens



R29 Archaeology

Other relevant policies:


GBSP3 Area of Special Restraint and Structural Landscape Area



M15 Panshanger Airfield
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RA10 Landscape Regions and Character Areas

Emerging Core Strategy, November 2012
3.8.

3.9.

The policy within the Emerging Core Strategy of most relevance to the historic
environment includes:


CS11 Protection of Critical Assets



CS13 the Historic Environment of Welwyn Garden City

Other relevant Core Strategy policies include:


CS2 Meeting the Needs for Growth



CS3 Settlement Strategy



CS4 Green Belt boundaries and safeguarded land



CS6 Community Services and Facilities



CS15 Broad Location for Growth 1 – Neighbourhood Extension North East of Welwyn
Garden City

Guidance and other relevant Documentation
3.10.

There is a large body of guidance relating to the historic environment and to historic
military sites and airfields. There are also local authority studies of relevance to the
airfield. These include:


English Heritage: Designation Scheduling Selection Guide, Military Sites post 1500,
March 2013;



English Heritage: Designation Listing Selection Guide, Military Structures, 2011;



English Heritage, Conservation Principles (Policies and Guidance) 2008;



English Heritage: Historic Military Aviation Sites: Conservation and Management,
2003;



English Heritage: Understanding Place, Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal
and Management (2011);



English Heritage: Understanding the Archaeology of Landscapes 2007;



English Heritage: Understanding Place – Historic Area Assessments: Principles and
Practice 2010;



English Heritage: Historic Area Assessments in a Planning and Development
Context, 2010, revised June 2012;



English Heritage: PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment (Practice Guide),
2010, revision note June 2012;



English Heritage Thematic Reports (Bombing Decoys; Airfields, 1994-2000 and
Military Aviation Sites and Structures, 1998);
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East Anglian Archaeology Occasional Paper No 24, 2011 (Research and
Archaeology Revisited; a revised framework for the East of England.



Francis, P. Flagg, R. And Crisp, G. 2013. Nine Thousand Miles of Concrete: a review
of Second World War temporary airfields in England. The Airfield Research Group,
2013



Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment, April 2005; and



Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study, October 2012.
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4.

History
Early History

4.1.

This study has focused on the 20th century development of the Panshanger Airfield.
However, it is important to understand that the airfield lies in an area rich in
archaeological remains. In particular the area around Panshanger and Welwyn are
known to have been a focus for later Prehistoric and Roman sites. This includes a
possible Roman villa within the woodland on Brocket Hill about 200 to 300m east of the
Airfield. It is likely therefore that the site of the aerodrome may have associations with
human activity that extend back into the prehistoric period.

Pre-Mid 20th Century
4.2.

From the early 18th century the area was in use as farmland. The farmland was beyond
the western boundary of parkland of Cole Green House, an early 18th century country
house developed by Earl Cowper, which replaced an earlier mansion named Fitzjohns.
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown worked on the park in the 1750s and 1760s. Between 1799
and 1811 the fifth earl created a larger park within the Panshanger and Cole Green
estates, based on a rebuilt house, Panshanger House. The landscape was designed by
Humphry Repton, with the landscaping scheme implemented by the Earl with some
modifications. The historic mapping shows dense tree screens along the western edge of
the park, now a Grade II* listed Park and Garden, which would have provided a visual
barrier to views from the core of the park towards the site of the current aerodrome.

4.3.

The Ordnance Survey map of 1877 (see Figure D.1, Appendix D) shows Warren Gate
Farm, which was well established by that date. It also shows that the meandering track
that leads through Bericot Farm was in place and part of a more substantial lane, Money
Hole Lane which extended south west to meet the extant Green Lane to the south of the
current Moneyhole Park. This lane provided access to the Hertford Road at Warrengate
Farm. Henry Wood (to the south of the current airfield) was similar to its current size, and
Panshanger Lane formed a tree screened barrier to the east.

4.4.

The mid 20th century and later history of Panshanger is closely tied to the de Havilland
Aircraft Co. production facilities and Aerodrome at Hatfield. The de Havilland Aircraft Co.
was founded by Geoffrey de Havilland, a pioneering aircraft designer in the 1920s at
Stag Lane Aerodrome, Edgware and moved to Hatfield in 1930. The Hatfield site went on
to become a major centre of aircraft production and development, and is closely
associated with the production of the Mosquito fighter bomber, one of WWII’s most
renowned combat aircraft. Hatfield also had an important role to play in the training of
pilots for active duty. This combination of aircraft production, development and pilot
training made Hatfield a nationally strategic site, and a site that needed to be protected in
the event of war.

4.5.

As a consequence the Air Ministry decided to identify alternative sites that could be used
as decoys to draw bombing away from Hatfield – and it is as a decoy site that
Panshanger Aerodrome, or Holwell Hyde, as it was originally known, began its life.

The Decoy Factory
4.6.

In June 1940 the Air Ministry, under the terms of the Emergency Powers Act (1939),
acquired some 248 acres of agricultural land at Holwell Hyde from the Panshanger
Estate. The site was then leased to de Havilland, who were given the responsibility of
constructing a decoy aircraft factory to divert enemy bombers from their facility in
Hatfield. The site chosen was on a triangular-shaped area of land to the north of the
junction of Money Hole Lane and Green Lane (the Decoy Site) (Packham, 2006), in and
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around the location of the current Moneyhole Lane Park. The site was levelled from June
1940, and included the decoy factory, and more extensive associated grass airstrips
(See Plate E.1.1, Appendix E).
4.7.

Unlike the majority of decoy sites used during the War, which were constructed as twodimensional decoys, the decoy factory at Holwell Hyde was a three-dimensional decoy
factory. It was constructed of wood and canvas by stage set designers from Sound City
Film Studios, Shepperton. The ‘factory’ from the air, was designed to look like the de
Havilland manufacturing plant at Hatfield, in order to attract enemy bombers away from
the real thing. The illusion was graphically enhanced by the use of full sized replica
aircraft, scrap cars and painted roads. Holwell Hyde was also chosen to be one of
twenty-four sites, completed by November 1940, to act as night time decoy sites
designed with flashes of fire to simulate exploding bombs and burning buildings and to
leak light, in representation of poor blackout practices (Packham, 2006). To achieve this
it was electrically lit from a control room and diesel engine located in a bunker close to
the site. By June 1942 the manufacturing site was dismantled and its status changed to
civilian decoy site C99a. By the middle of the following month the C99a designation was
withdrawn and Holwell Hyde ceased to be used as a decoy.

Relief Landing Ground (RLG) Holwell Hyde
4.8.

By the late summer of 1940 it is likely that de Havilland were using the fields around the
decoy factory as an all grass reserve landing ground for flying training. This use is
confirmed in an entry in the Operational Record Book for the 4th January 1941 in which it
states that a snow-clearing plan for the reserve landing ground at Holwell Hyde had been
issued (Packham 2006).

4.9.

On 16 June 1941 ‘B’ Flight, part of 1 Elementary Flying Training School (1 EFTS), based
at Hatfield, was transferred to a relief landing ground under the command of flight
lieutenant HJ Greenland with eight Tiger Moth aircraft. This is believed to be the first
reference to Holwell Hyde’s shifting use from a decoy site to a relief landing ground
(French, 2013). Supporting facilities for the new uses, including hangers, technical
buildings and barracks, were established to the north of the airfield, along what was left
of the northern section of Moneyhole Lane and along an east-west field boundary (the
North Site, in the location of Bericot Farm). The site was accessed of the Hertford Road
(B1000). By the autumn of 1942 the number of training aircraft was increased. This
resulted in a second phase of expansion with new facilities, including an administration
building, control tower, training buildings and further hangers being constructed on a new
site in the south-east corner of the airfield (the South Site, where the current airfield’s
buildings are located). Construction on the South Site was largely complete by the
summer of 1943.

RAF Station Panshanger
4.10.

On the 13th September 1943, following completion of the South Site, Holwell Hyde had
its name officially changed to RAF Station Panshanger. For the rest of the war
Panshanger continued in its training role with the focus of activity now on the South Site.

Post 1945
4.11.

4.11.
After the war Panshanger continued in its training role. The South Site was
used as the centre for operations for RAF training in the form of 1 Reserve Flying School
(RFS), while the London Aeroplane Club (managed by de Havilland) took over the North
Site and commencing flying on the 12th April 1946. On the 31st March 1953 the Reserve
Flying School was finally closed by the Air Ministry. With the closure of the RFS
Panshanger passed into civilian use with de Havilland selling both the aerodrome and
London Aeroplane Club to John Nathaniel (Nat) Somers later in 1953. The wider
Panshanger estate, of which the airfield formed part, as land under Air Ministry
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requisition, went to auction as lots, and although the lot which included the main airfield
was withdrawn from the sale, the surrounding area was sold to different interests,
including the Welwyn Garden City Development Agency. The North Site appears to have
been cut out of operational use with the splintering of the estate, leaving the South Site
as the centre of operations and in 1960 a large T2 type hanger was constructed at a time
when the London Aeroplane Club was looking to expand usage of the airfield for
business flying. By 1965 the Welwyn Garden City Corporation had purchased more land
and the first phase of housing development to encroach on Panshanger began. Further
development resumed in 1986 and finished in 1993, with housing development cutting
across what was the area of the decoy site, separating it from the airfield where it now
extends to the southern boundary of the airstrip.
4.12.

Panshanger House was demolished in 1954 and the western part of the park, nearer to
the airfield, has been exploited for gravel extraction.

5.

Description
The Airfield today

5.1.

The airfield is located on the south side of the valley of the River Mimram that runs northwest south-east across the north-eastern side of Welwyn Garden City. The airstrip itself
is set back from the northern edge of the ridgeline, on a plateau of land at a height of 75
to 76m above sea level, with the airstrip sitting running to the north of the main
operational site located in its south-eastern corner. Approaching the airfield from the level
of the Hertford Road, and River Mimram, the ground rises rapidly to form a steep slope
from the valley bottom, with Bericot Farm and the undulating ground to its west, nestling
towards the top of the slope and the airstrip located on flat ground beyond.

Landscape, views and vistas
5.2.

The airfield and fields beyond the western boundary are included within Area 45 (Welwyn
Fringes) of the Welwyn and Hatfield Borough Council Landscape Character Appraisal
and in the 2005 District Plan as an Area of Special Restraint (ASR).

5.3.

At the north-east side of the airfield, the main airstrip in the central section of the site sits
behind a west-north-west to east-south-east orientated screening belt of trees and
hedging that follows the remnants of the northern section of Moneyhole Lane, which
respects the earlier associated historic field boundary. This band of trees, hedging and
scrub vegetation now separates the present operational site from Bericot Green and the
remaining features of the North Site. Views beyond this band of trees are largely blocked
to the north, although from the southern edge of the operational airfield, looking across
the airstrip, the shelter strip forms an intermediate view – providing an enclosing edge to
the open feel of the airstrip and providing a strong back drop to it. Occasional glimpsed
views, where the screen is less dense, beyond also provide a variable level of
connectivity to the landscape beyond and vice versa.

5.4.

To the north-west the boundaries of the airfield are far more open. The views are far
more expansive and the way in which the topography drops to the north is more obvious.
The rise of hills on the northern side of the river valley is more evident. As the ridge line
of the hills on the north side of the river valley is mostly lower than the airfield, (except
towards the east) the views towards the airfield from the northern ridge of the Mimram
valley generally only take in its northern edge. As the airstrip is flat, the views northwards
become most expansive at the northern edge of the airstrip.

5.5.

At the north-western end of the airfield itself, views are staged with scrub vegetation
dropping away from the operational airfield in the foreground, pushing out to hedge lines
and then beyond to fields and the opposite slopes of the Mimram valley and Tewin. In
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the north-eastern corner of the airfield the strong shelter belt associated with Bericot
Green gives way to a less dense hedge line on the airfield’s eastern boundary, as it turns
south, and reduces further in height as it meets the eastern end of the South Site. This
weaker boundary feature, although interrupting site lines, is far more permeable and
allows for extended views out across the neighbouring fields towards Panshanger Lane
and the dense tree screen of the boundary of the Grade II* Registered Panshanger Park
and Garden. This tree screen was an integral part of the park’s design, and was
designed to restrict views out from within the park. This tree screen terminates the sight
lines across the open expanse of the grass airstrip - anchoring views in the middle
distance.
5.6.

Looking north east from within the South Site and airstrip views feel more enclosed,
being funnelled between Bericot Green on the west and the trees edging Panshanger
Park and Garden to the east, with the east boundary hedge breaking up the views. Due
to the topography and extent of tree coverage across the outlying landscape to the upper
slopes of Marden Hill, vistas feel less open but where there are views these are
extensive. As you approach the South Site from its main entrance of Panshanger Lane
views to the opposite hillside are more expansive, sweeping over the largely open
adjacent field to the upper slopes hillside on the north side of the Mimram valley, with its
associated parkland, tree coverage and the house on Marden Hill. The views here
provide a sense of connectivity and continuity between the two sides of the valley – with
the valley bottom ostensibly lost from view the landscape of the neighbouring hillside (at
a similar ODM) is drawn in towards the viewer.

5.7.

Looking west views are largely uninterrupted with the topography largely masking
neighbouring development and resulting in extensive views down the length of the
airstrip and out to higher tree covered land to the west.

5.8.

From the airstrip itself the housing on the southern boundary of the airfield is a dominant
feature of the landscape. Facing south from just beyond the north-western edge of the
airfield the airstrip appears slightly raised; the result is that the housing that forms the
majority of the airfield’s southern boundary (mostly of two storeys) sits back in the
landscape with the first floors partially obscured. Looking further south-east, the
operational South Site sits even further back in the landscape as it lies partly behind the
housing estate’s building line and merges with the trees of Henry Wood that form its
backdrop.

5.9.

Together with the subtle changes in topography, the shape, materials and colouration of
the older structure, even the 1960 T2 hanger (the biggest structure on site) settles back
into the landscape with the roof ridge of the T2 hangar sitting below the tree line behind.
Viewing the airfield from the north-eastern corner the operational South Site again sits
back into the landscape. The blister hangers lie low and are largely masked by banks of
vegetation and trees. The more dominant built elements are the later hanger structures
which appear to step out of the shelter of the trees of Henry Wood or, in the case of the
T2 hanger, are substantially larger. However the form, materials and colouration again
enable the structures to sit relatively comfortably within the landscape, with the modern
green hangers being more visually dominant and discordant. This harmony which many
of the buildings have, is further heightened by the built edge to the housing develop
stepping further into the site and hardening its edge as you look south-west.

5.10.

Distant views into the airfield are limited to glimpsed views from the hillside on the north
of the Mimram valley. Here the only clue to the existence of the airfield, and its
associated operational structures, appears to be limited to a glimpsed view of blister
hanger (no 41) from Morden Hill. Views are largely restricted due to pockets of woodland
running along the top of the northern hillside that limit elevated views from publicly
accessible land across to Panshanger, while the tree lined valley bottom and shelterbelt
running along Bericot Green also provide screening to much of the airfield. No other
views from the opposite hill side appear to show the location of the airfield, due to the
16

lower elevation of most of the hills on the north of the valley, although the housing
development on the airstrip’s southern boundary does become visible as you move west
along the top of the range of hills, denoting the location of the airstrip. This means that
almost none of the site is visible from the wider landscape as a result of the level of
screening. The fact that the operational site is set back from the edge of the ridgeline and
against the line of Henry Wood, and the general location and form of the key operational
structures, largely conceals them in long views towards the site.
5.11.

Henry Wood effectively screens the site in views from the eastern part of its south
boundary. There are clear views across the airfield from the houses and parts of the
roads immediately bordering the airfield, with those from the eastern fringe of housing at
the end of Stirling Way and Halifax Way providing views of the airfield buildings on the
South Site.
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6.

Character Areas

6.1.

To help understand the site, its context and evolution and for ease of reference the
following character areas have been identified. These represent distinct areas with their
own distinct character and relationships, as well as a means to broadly clarify the
relationship adjacent areas have with the Aerodrome. As such they do not represent set
boundaries. See figure A.2, Appendix A.

Character Area 1 - Airstrip
6.2.

The heart of the airfield is a grass airstrip oriented
/
and running almost parallel to
the ridge line of the southern side of the Mimram valley. It has a landing distance of
888m (Packham 2006) running almost the entire length of the current extent of the
aerodrome. It has a concrete perimeter track that would have connected the former
North and South Sites running along its eastern edge which turns west along the
airfield’s northern edge. It has a taxiway and runway marked in the grass. See figure A.2,
Appendix A.

Character Area 2 - South Site (Current Airfield Buildings)
6.3.

This section of the airfield is located in its south-eastern corner in a rectangle of land
between the airstrip, immediately to its north; the built edge of the housing estate to its
west; Henry Wood to the south and the boundary hedge and agricultural land to the west.
It is composed of two discrete areas: a northern section and southern section. The
northern section is composed of the majority of the operational structures, including the
serving WWII Blister Hangers (structures 38, 41, 46), the remains of now demolished
WWII structures and the later T2 hangar and London Aeroclub hanger. This section is
largely open and structures form discrete compact groupings apart from the T2 hangar
which sits slightly outside its more closely knit eastern neighbours. Trees and scrub
vegetation have also encroached onto the more easterly section as the structures have
fallen into disuse.

6.4.

The southern section sits south of the entrance drive and within the shelter of the Henry
Wood. Structures are dispersed amongst planting or set further back into the woodland
itself and include the principal technical elements of the WWII site such as the lecture
block, now cafe and offices, link trainer (unused), latrines and electricity inlet sub-station.
The main entrance onto the airfield is on Panshanger Lane – it forms a strong boundary
with a large earth bund running in part along its northern edge. See figure A.2, Appendix
A.

Character Area 3 - Henry Wood
6.5.

Henry Wood is an area of mixed deciduous woodland. It runs from east to west along the
southern boundary to the airfield. At its western end it turns south to form a right angle
where it becomes known as Birchall Wood. To its eastern end it abuts Panshanger Lane
and the wooded edge of Panshanger Registered Park and Garden. The wood’s height
and texture help break up the scale and massing of structures on the South Site and also
form a back drop to the South Site in views from the north, north east and north west.
During WWII this sheltering effect was actively used to reduce the overall exposure of
the facilities to potential air attack. This has resulted in its northern edge being actively
incorporated into the South Site as reflected in Character Area 2. See figure A.2,
Appendix A.
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Character Area 4 - North Site (Bericot Green)
6.6.

The North Site was originally accessed from Warrengate Farm. Today this character
area is located beyond and immediately to the north of the airstrip and incorporates what
is called Bericot Green. This is an area of wooded land, scrub vegetation and hedging
that runs along the remnants of Moneyhole Lane along the north-eastern edge of the
airfield. It incorporates a number of dispersed structures that loosely follow a linear
pattern along Moneyhole Lane. Some of these structures are in active use but the
majority are now unused. An earth bund now rings much of the airstrip and large
sections of the North Site sit on the northern side of this bund and outside the ownership
of the current Aerodrome. This character area has, as a result become visually separate
from the main active part of the aerodrome. See figure A.2, Appendix A.

6.7.

This character area is now almost wholly independent from the South Site. Its historic
visual associations with the airstrip and South Site, in terms of the visual remains of
structures, are largely obscured. The remaining structures, apart from the remains of
hangerage to the west, are set back within the shelter belt, screening them in views from
across the airstrip. Their location is further masked as the height of the land drops away
to the north of the airstrip. Today the North Site largely acts as a green buffer that helps
contain and enclose much of the airstrip and the principal operational area of the
aerodrome located on the South Site.

Character Area 5 - Farmland to the North and East
6.8.

This character area is located to the north of Bericot Green (Character Area 4) and
beyond the eastern end of the aerodrome. It is composed of arable farm land that
occupies the upper hillside and slopes above the river Mimram. It is important as it
contains the wider historic boundary of the WWII aerodrome. Today this area of land is
largely open field and therefore provides views into and away from the airfield at its
eastern end. Its openness and topography also help bleed views into the Site above the
height of the surrounding hedgline and through breaks in the tree coverage along Bericot
Green. See figure A.2, Appendix A.

Character Area 6 - Meadowland to West
6.9.

This character area lies to the immediate western edge of the airfield. It is divided from
the airstrip by an earth bund running north-south but largely reflects the open nature of
the airstrip but with more scrub vegetation. Part of this land was also included in the
original operational extent of the airfield. See figure A.2, Appendix A.

Character Area 7 - Housing Estate
6.10.

This character area forms the greater extent of the airfield’s southern boundary. It is
made up of modern two storey domestic homes, in traditional styles. This housing
defines the airfield’s current boundary and dominates the airstrip.

Character Area 8 - The Decoy Site (Moneyhole Lane Park)
6.11.

This character area is located adjacent to the western side of Henry Wood as the wood’s
western arm extends south to become Birchall Wood. To the north and west it is
enclosed by the Panshanger housing estate that separates it from the airfield to the
north, and its southern boundary follows Green Lane which divides it from agricultural
land beyond.

6.12.

Today the area is largely open recreational land with scattered groups of trees and a tree
perimeter.
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7.

Description of Significance

7.1.

The following section describes the significance of the site, based on its evidential,
historic, aesthetic and communal values. The assessment of significance is based on
guidance produced by English Heritage, including in particular: Conservation Principles
(Policies and Guidance) 2008; Designation Selection Guides for Military sites;
Understanding Place, Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management
(2011), and Principles of Selection for Listing Buildings, March 2010 by the DCMS. The
assessment has also been informed by a recent study commissioned by English
Heritage (Francis, P. Flagg, R. and Crisp, G. 2013) on Second World War temporary
airfields as part of the National Heritage Protection Plan. This report had two aims:


To list and assess the current condition of Second World War temporary airfields,
and



To identify the best surviving temporary airfield landscapes and building complexes.

7.2.

The study was undertaken as a baseline assessment of the extent and general level of
survival of temporary airfield in England. The research was desk-based and undertaken
to inform the need for further work.

7.3.

The criteria for statutory listing are whether a building has special architectural or historic
interest. The criteria for conservation area designation are whether an area has special
architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance. More stringent forms of protection (such as Scheduling) may be
appropriate for structures of very high significance. The significance of the components
of the various character areas defined above, is assessed below, in accordance with the
four main aspects of significance (evidential value, historical value, aesthetic value and
communal value, as identified in English Heritage’s Conservation Principles). This
assessment provides the basis on which to determine whether any elements qualify for
designation.

7.4.

At the time of writing there are no designated heritage assets within the area of the site.
The nearest listed buildings are the Grade II listed farm house and barn located at
Warrengate Farm, to the north of the airfield, and the Grade II listed nursery garden wall
and keepers cottage in Panshanger Park and Garden, to the south east. Two Registered
Parks and Gardens are also located within the wider study area: Panshanger to the east
and Tewin Water to the north-west.

7.5.

Panshanger Park, to the east, is a Grade II* Registered Park and Garden located
immediately adjacent to the airfield’s main entrance on Panshanger Lane, along which
much of the park’s western boundary lies. It is a landscaped park laid out from 1799, with
advice from Humphry Repton, around a country house begun 1806-7 and demolished
1953-4. The park incorporated the site of an earlier house and park, improved in 1756
with advice from Lancelot Brown (see figure A.4, Appendix A).

7.6.

Tewin Water is a Grade II Registered Park and Garden located c0.9km to the north-west
of the site. It is a late 18th century landscape and pleasure ground to designs by
Humphry Repton, surrounding a late 18th century country house (see figure A.4,
Appendix A).

Evidential value
7.7.

The airfield at Panshanger provides evidence of its particular development history that
reflects important shifts in defence and aviation needs and in its operation during the
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course of WWII and thereafter. The evidence of this evolving story still survives in varying
degrees and will be discussed in turn below.

The Decoy Factory (Character Area 8)
7.8.

The location of the decoy factory survives today, in part, in the foot print of Moneyhole
Lane Park (see Figure A.5, Appendix A). The Decoy Factory was never meant to be
permanent and was a specific response to the threat from bombing to the production site
at Hatfield. It had been cleared by the spring of 1942 and the area was incorporated into
the wider airfield. The control room is the only surviving element that relates directly to
the airfield’s original purpose as a decoy factory, and as such it is also the earliest
structure on site representing this first phase of the history of the airfield site. The size,
relative intactness of this structure, and the fact that it is sealed and has a potential to
retain some of its fixtures and fittings, and thus historic evidence of its original function,
means that this structure has high evidential value in its own right. The relationship to the
wider airfield both physically, visually and operationally is however now undermined by
the intervening housing development that has left this section of the airfield isolated and
largely divorced from its historic context.

The North Site (Character Area 4)
7.9.

After the decoy site the North Site was the first part of the WWII aerodrome to be
developed in support of its use as a fully fledged airfield. In its dispersed form and layout
it represents a designed response to the imminent threat from bombing posed by the
Luftwaffe at the outset of WWII and the prevailing circumstances of the time. As a
consequence domestic, administrative, technical and operational uses are mixed and
spaced out along the line of Moneyhole Lane and its related field boundaries - this both
reduced their visual presence, providing some protection from air attack, by masking
them amongst an existing landscape feature, and also reduced the potential impact
bomb damage might have on operation use. This pattern of development is still well
represented in the largely surviving layout of the buildings and structures within the
group. The majority of the structures that formed this group survive today in plan form but
their condition varies greatly, from very poor and fragmentary (e.g. ‘B’ flight hut & locker
room) to good and in current use (the mess huts and ‘B’ flight Blister Hangar).

7.10.

Of particular note are the surviving in-situ Blister Hangers and the mess block. Blister
hangers that were built during this period, and that survive in their original location, have
become increasingly rare – with many original Blister hangers being removed post WWII.
The mess block is also of particular interest. This building is built in both brick and in the
form of Laing huts. These are materials and systems that were chosen for their speed of
construction and were largely intended to be temporary. As a result few examples of this
type survive. In this case, not only do the structures survive largely intact but they also
retain many of their original fixtures and fittings, including an in-situ back-to-back cooking
range with pipe work; internal walls and doors and original paint scheme. This structure
also acts as a hub, anchoring the elements of the dispersed site together. As a building
the dining and kitchen block therefore retain a strong and coherent link to its original
function as well as evidence, in its construction, of the circumstances under which it was
built - in particular the technical approach deployed to deliver structures required to make
the airfield operational quickly at a time when resources were limited.

7.11.

In plan form the completeness of this group of buildings/structures is largely intact.
However the legibility of the group is undermined by the growth of tree and scrub
vegetation which has obscured the connectivity of the dispersed pattern of structures. A
number of the buildings have also now been lost down to their foundations, further
reducing their legibility and the inter-connectedness and completeness of the group. The
construction of an earth bund between the North Site and airstrip has also resulted in a
severing of its relationship to the wider aerodrome.
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The South Site (Character Area 2)
7.12.

The South Site represents a complete contrast to the arrangement of buildings on the
North Site. It was developed later and was not completed for full operational use until
1943. As a result its plan form and layout reflect the way in which the circumstances of
the war had changed. The air war had largely been won by the allies at this time and the
threat from bombing reduced. As a consequence the South Site reflects a more
pragmatic approach to function. The buildings are therefore far more closely related to
one another forming a tightly knit arrangement of sub groups, with hangars located to the
east and domestic and administrative buildings further west.

7.13.

As with the North Site this pattern of development is still well represented in the largely
surviving layout of the buildings and structures within the group. However, apart from the
Blister Hangers, the principal and most recognisable buildings types, including the
administration and control tower and sick quarters, have been completely lost apart from
their foundations. Blister Hanger numbers 39, 41 and 46 do however still form a coherent
group and they survive in fair to good condition and in-situ. As many Blister Hangers
have been lost and many that do service have been relocated this is a strong group of
original war time hangers surviving in-situ and retaining their relationship with one
another. A number of other key buildings still survive in this group in varying conditions.
These include the Link Trainer (structure 43), Lecture Block (structure 65) now the club
office and cafe, blast shelters and smaller peripheral structures. Each of these buildings
has been altered or has become derelict to varying degrees. The only other notable
structures are of later dates and include the London Aerodrome Hangar (erected c.1959)
and the T2 Hangar (erected c1959/60).

7.14.

With the removal of key buildings (apart from their foundations where they survive in plan
form) the South Site today has lost important elements that would have formed part of its
group value. This has also undermined the wider physical and operational legibility of the
original WWII site as well as the relationship between differing building types. This
legibility of the group has also been reduced by the construction of a large earth bund
that now separates the Blister Hangar complex from Henry Wood and the structures that
sit to the south of the entrance drive and back within the tree line, which would
historically have had a stronger relationship.

The Airstrip (Character Area 1)
7.15.

Although the present airstrip looks as if it has been largely unchanged, it has over the
course of its history evolved considerably - both in its extent, orientation and the number
of airstrips servicing the airfield. Its wider visual and technical relationship to the North
Site has also become undermined by its separation in ownership and the corresponding
changes resulting from different uses and management, including the degree of
separation caused by the addition of the earthwork bund and the expansion of tree
coverage and scrub vegetation.

7.16.

To the south, housing development on the airstrip’s southern boundary has removed
both the visual and physical relationship the aerodrome once had with the area of the
decoy factory and the encroachment of housing on the South Site has also undermined
its historic relationship to this section of the aerodrome. As a result the airstrip’s physical
and visual relationship to its historic context has become fragmented and eroded. Today
the airfield now only has the potential, if altered, to retain a strong direct visual and
physical link to the operational buildings of the South Site.

Historical Value
7.17.

Panshanger Airfield is an interesting example of a site that experienced rapid
development in response to changing need during the course of WWII. As a decoy site it
played an important strategic role in helping to protect the de Havilland production and
development facilities at Hatfield along with its associated airfield. It therefore played a
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key role in both helping to protect aircraft production, distribution and the training of
combat pilots. The importance of this role is highlighted by the fact that unlike most
decoy sites, that were 2-dimensional, the site at ‘Holywell Hyde’ was developed as full
scale 3 dimensional replica of the Hatfield site, including replica aircraft. Its importance
as a decoy site was further enhanced in its role as a night-time decoy site. The
importance of this role is also highlighted in the need for the decoy site to operate in its
night time role using one of the larger starfish control centres. Given the close
association between the Hatfield site and the production of aircraft for the war effort,
including the Mosquito (one of the most famous WWII fighter bombers), the site of
Holywell Hyde can be seen as having played an important part in helping to maintain
aircraft production at Hatfield at a crucial point in British history.
7.18.

As the need for a decoy site receded as the war progressed the airfield too changed and
adapted to becoming a training facility. In the first instance operating out of the North
Site, based on a dispersed layout when the threat from bombing was still strong, and
then evolving again and shifting its focus to the South Site, where again in response to
changing circumstances, the site is developed based on a more centralised layout.

7.19.

Although Panshanger (Holywell Hyde) did not act as a major centre of operations, in
comparison with other WWII sites, it can be seen to have played an important supporting
role to the wider war effort. It supported the de Havilland site at Hatfield as a decoy,
helping to protect and maintain aircraft production vital to the war effort. It acted as a
training ground for new pilots who were vital to operations in a number of different
theatres of war, including aircraft and glider training. Importantly it also documents the
changes in need that occurred as the course of the war progressed, both in the fact that
the site’s original use as a decoy evolved into pilot training and in its physical layout – as
the site moved away from a dispersed layout on the North Site, to the centralised, more
formal layout on the South Site. It is also worthwhile noting that at Panshanger all of
these changes are captured on one site. This story has however become undermined
over time as the physical, visual and operational relationships that support our
understanding of it on the ground have become eroded as the wider site has been
developed. Buildings have been lost and sections of the airfield have been separated
from each other.

Aesthetic value
7.20.

The aesthetic value of the Airfield can be considered in two ways: firstly the aesthetic
value of the surviving structures and secondly the aesthetic value of the wider setting of
the airfield and its relationship to other built elements.

Structural aesthetic value
7.21.

The aesthetic value of the structures associated with the site varies considerably. Many
of the structures and buildings are of limited architectural interest due to the nature of the
structures themselves, the majority of the buildings being designed and built as
temporary utilitarian structures built to standardised designs. This potential value is also
undermined by the fact that many of the more historic structures are in poor condition
and their wider group value has also been subject to attrition, with key representative
structures, including the administration and control tower, being completely lost apart
from their foundations. The wider group value and the essential character of the wartime
aerodrome, that is tied to the relationships between its building groups, has also been
undermined by the visual separation of the North Site from the South Site, and crucially
the physical and visual separation of the original decoy site from both the airstrip and
North Site. The collective value and historic narrative represented in the physical
completeness of the site has therefore been substantially reduced.

7.22.

Of the buildings that do survive, several are of particular note.
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7.23.



The control room of the decoy site. This is a rare survival and may be of sufficient
interest to justify consideration for statutory listing. It is an unusually large surviving
example of its type. At the time of writing internal access was not possible.



The mess block on the North Site. This is a rare example, surviving as it does, with
original fixtures and fittings and it may also warrant consideration for listing (see
figure E.2.1, Appendix E)



The surviving Blister Hangers. Although not unique, Blister Hangers are both
increasingly rare examples of their type and also some of the most visually
interesting structures on site (see figures E.2.7 and E.2.8, Appendix E)

On the South Site the Blister Hangers also have a degree of group value that adds to the
understanding of the original layout and operation of the site. The most dominant visual
built element is however the later (c1960) T2 hanger. It is an architecturally striking
structure. This is due in part to its size, the relative simplicity of its form, its strong
horizontal lines and colouration. It is also due to the way in which it sits in the landscape.
Despite its scale, its location - set back from the airstrip and behind the building line of
the modern housing development – reduces its overall impact. Its colouration and the
fact that it also sits back against the tree line of Henry Wood also help to soften its
presence, whilst also ensuring that it is the most easily recognisable structure associated
with an aerodrome. However, this building is of a generic and standardised construction.
In addition it has been moved from the location for which it was originally intended. For
these reasons it is felt that the T2 hanger is not sufficiently unusual to warrant listing.

Landscape and setting
7.24.

The landscape setting of the site is significant. It has changed significantly since its pre
WWII origins when the area was largely dominated by agricultural land, fields and areas
of woodland. However the airfield itself still retains a largely rural character. The most
significant change has been the development of housing along the aerodrome’s southern
boundary and the removal of field boundaries to create the aerodrome. However, the
dominant impression is not of housing but of open expanses of grass (cut short for the
landing strip and left long elsewhere), enclosed by trees with views opening out towards
the western and eastern ends of the aerodrome onto and across a largely rural
landscape. The buildings on the South Site are largely recessive in their setting, with
even the T2 Hangar sitting back into the landscape with its background of Henry Wood.
To the north the presence of the buildings and structures associated with the North Site
are now largely unseen, screened by the expansion of tree and scrub vegetation along
the old field boundary. Only glimpses of the Blister Hangers are identifiable and they sit
low and recessive in the landscape. Their presence in this context does however form a
tangible link to the aerodrome’s once wider extent. Any physical and visual link to the
area of the decoy site has however been completely removed by the expansion of
housing to the south. It has completely separated this section of the aerodrome from its
original associations.

Communal value
7.25.

The responses to the consultation exercise clearly demonstrate that the airfield is a
valued community resource, and one whose interest reaches beyond local residents to a
far wider, international community interested in both the airfield’s history, its role in flight
training, and as a resource for commercial aviation and the local community.

7.26.

Nearly all responses to the consultation also recognised that the site played an important
role during WWII, although few of the responses attached particular importance to the
surviving physical remains themselves. The consultation exercise also highlighted that
the aerodrome has notable historic associations. These include visits from King George
VI and the Duke of Kent, and the flight training of members the Royal Families of both
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the Netherlands and Yugoslavia. A full list of consultees and responses from the
consultation can be found in Appendix C.

Archaeology
7.27.

There are several sites and areas of archaeological interest in the area surrounding the
aerodrome. These can be seen on Figure A.3, Appendix A. This information is based on
a 1km radial search taken from the centre of the airfield and is derived from the
Hertfordshire Historic Environment Record.

7.28.

Panshanger Airfield sits above the River Mimram on a prominent ridgeline and in a
position favourable to early settlement activity. The wider area is also rich in
archaeological remains, in particular remains dating to the late Iron Age and early
Roman periods for which the area of Welwyn Garden City is considered of national
importance

7.29.

In addition, there are a number of important sites within the immediate area of the
airfield. These include a group of cropmark features located in Moneyhole Lane Park and
the adjacent fields, late Iron Age/early Roman occupation and burials at Panshanger
School, and cropmarks of a possible Roman villa within the woodland on Brocket Hill.

7.30.

The area of the airfield itself underwent levelling during its construction; this may well
have had the dual effect of both covering and possibly truncating earlier archaeological
features. Given the site’s location and its proximity to early archaeological remains the
site may well contain archaeological remains of interest. This interest would also extend
to the remains of the WWII airfield itself and its associated buildings and structures.
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8.

Assessment of Significance in
Relation to the Designation Criteria

8.1.

In this section the significance of the aerodrome and its buildings are assessed against
the criteria used for designation of heritage assets, to establish whether any of its
elements may qualify for statutory designation. Three types of designation are examined,
in the following order:


Statutory listing



Scheduling



Conservation Area designation

8.2.

Buildings and sites are assessed for their suitability for statutory listing and scheduling by
English Heritage. If a recommendation for such designation is made as a conclusion of
this study, a request can be made to English Heritage to consider a building or site for
listing or scheduling. English Heritage would then need to undertake its own assessment
before any decision on designation could be made.

8.3.

Conservation Areas are designated by the local planning authority, or District Council (in
this case Hatfield Welwyn Borough Council), or can be designated by the Secretary of
State after consulting with the local planning authority.

Statutory listing
8.4.

The criteria for designating statutorily listed buildings are set out in the 1990 Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act. For a building to qualify for listing it needs
to have to have special architectural or historic interest.

8.5.

In addition to this English Heritage has produced selection guides, setting out the criteria
for the designation of various types of listed buildings. The English Heritage listing
selection guides that are most relevant to the buildings at Panshanger Aerodrome are:


English Heritage’s Designation, Listing Selection Guide, Military Structures (2011);



English Heritage’s Designation, Listing Selection Guide, Sports and Recreation
Building (2012); and



English Heritage’s Designation, Listing Selection Guide, Transport Buildings (2011).

8.6.

English Heritage’s selection guide for military structures (English Heritage 2011)
identifies that WWII airfields have been extensively studied and that outstanding
survivals of permanent airfield buildings have already been listed, and that listing would
only be appropriate for a selection of sites, given the large numbers of airfields and the
standardised nature of the structures. It identifies that where aerodromes receive
conservation area designation they tend to be outstanding examples of their type, such
as Old Sarum in Wiltshire, the best preserved WWI airfield, and Upper Heyford in
Oxfordshire, a key Cold War airfield. Selection principles include rarity, technical or
structural interest, group value with related structures and operational importance (ibid.
pp. 6-7).

8.7.

English Heritage’s selection guide for sports and recreation buildings (English Heritage
2012) identifies some gliding and flying club buildings as being suitable for listing. These
are, however restricted to club houses only, and only those of some architectural merit.
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8.8.

English Heritage’s selection guide for Transport Buildings (English Heritage 2011) deals
with airports and civilian airfields. It identifies that much aviation architecture was
influenced by military structures (ibid. pp. 12-13). The only examples of hangars that are
identified as suitable for listing are pre WWII in date and they only include those that
show architectural or structural innovation that are of merit. The earliest aircraft hangar
was built before WWI. No post- WWII terminal buildings have been listed.

8.9.

The blister hangars on the site, although part of an increasingly dwindling group of
buildings nationally, would therefore not classify for listing, as they are architecturally
unexceptional and there are still many extant examples.

8.10.

Panshangar Airfield in general does not have strong associations with operations of
major importance and the buildings do not generally display technical, structural or
architectural virtuosity or innovation. The mess block at the North Site is a rare survival of
a temporary form of building, built in timber, and plasterboard, with only small areas of
brick. The intact interior, with its original 1941/1942 paint scheme, original signage and
original back to back cooking ranges is particularly significant. In terms of its significance,
it is not of architectural interest, although it is of considerable historic interest. Its interest
qualifies it for consideration for statutory listing. However, the temporary nature and
flimsiness of its construction and that fact that it is unreasonable to require an interior to
be preserved unchanged in the long term, means that listing may not be appropriate.

8.11.

The decoy site’s control room (see figure A.5, Appendix A) appears to survive well
(although access was restricted due to vegetation) and is an example of fairly unique
building type. It is also of historic interest because of its associations with Holwell Hyde
which was an important and complex three dimensional decoy site. For details of its
significance see para 8.14 below. This structure is sufficiently rare to justify inclusion on
the statutory list. It may, however, be more appropriate to designate it as a Scheduled
Monument, because of its static nature and lack of active use.

Scheduling
8.12.

Scheduled Monuments are designated by the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979, as amended. The Secretary of State for Culture Media and Sport
maintains the list of scheduled monuments, and is obliged to consult English Heritage
before designating a new monument. This designation provides the highest degree of
protection, as no works can be undertaken to a scheduled monument without the
consent of the Secretary of State. A scheduled monument must be nationally important
by reason of its historic, architectural, artistic, traditional or archaeological interest. The
designation is generally reserved for archaeological sites of the highest significance,
where no or little disturbance is tolerated.

8.13.

English Heritage’s Designation Scheduling Selection Guide, Military Sites Post-1500
(2013), is the guide that sets out the selection criteria relating to airfields and civil
defence decoy sites.

8.14.

The only structure which may qualify as a scheduled monument is the decoy site’s
control room (see figure A.5, Appendix A). Access internally during the site inspection
was not possible and it is not certain as to the level of survival of its interior. Over 800
decoy sites were built. As they were temporary and mostly ephemeral their survival rate
is low. Of these most were for two dimensional decoy sites. The control rooms are the
elements of decoy sites that are most likely to survive. Although the number of three
dimensional decoy sites has not been established it is likely that there were only three or
four three dimensional decoys, the control rooms of which produced much more complex
effects than the two dimensional ones. This is one of the larger of the two types of control
room built. The fact that the Holwell Hyde decoy site replicated the De Havilland factory
so completely, in three dimensions, is a testament to the relative availability of funds at
the beginning of WWII and the importance of protecting the De Havilland site. Such
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complex effects as were achieved at Holwell Hyde were not generally produced by later
decoy sites, as funds were short and maintenance costs for such a sophisticated facility
were high. This structure and its use were therefore fairly unique in operational terms.
The control room on the decoy site survives as an undisturbed, largely archaeological
feature and, as adaptation is not expected (although repair may be), and given its
significance, scheduling may be more appropriate to this structure than listing. In this
case English Heritage would be responsible for determining whether scheduling or listing
was most suitable for this site. They would also be responsible for determining whether
or not the structures met the required criteria for designation.

Conservation Area Designation
8.15.

The 1990 Act places a duty on local planning authorities to “determine which parts of
their area are of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of
which it is desirable to preserve or enhance” (Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act, 1990, S.69).

8.16.

English Heritage’s selection guide for military structures (English Heritage 2011)
identifies that where whole aerodromes receive conservation area designation they tend
to be outstanding examples of their type, such as that Old Sarum in Wiltshire, the best
preserved WWI airfield, and Upper Heyford in Oxfordshire, a key Cold War airfield.

8.17.

Panshanger Airfield is one of many small airfields in the UK. It has a number of surviving
WWII structures and groups of structures which have become disjointed from one
another. These groups are: the earlier dispersed buildings on the North Site, the later
more formal arrangement of buildings centred on the main building (the command tower
and administrative block, now gone) on the South Site, and the decoy factory site to the
south (buildings now not present). They were originally integrated on the same site, with
direct access to the airstrips. Historic aerial photograph shows how closely integrated the
North Site was with the airstrip and the rest of the airfield (see photograph E.1.2 and
E.1.4, Appendix E) with access directly on to the runways, an arrangement of runways
strips running approximately north-east to south west and south east to north west. The
North Site has since become divorced from the South Site, by the introduction of bunds
and dense planting, and the airstrip configuration has been rearranged. These two main
sites (North and South) are now very separate. The encroachment of housing has also
completely separated the elements of the decoy factory from the airfield. With the current
changes to the landscape and changes in use between the sites, the airfield has lost its
integration. The connection between the three elements and the story they tell of a decoy
factory superseded by two WWII phases (a dispersed plan superseded by formal layout)
has been obscured by later landscaping, the reorientation of the airstrip to cope with the
encroachment of the built up area of Welwyn Garden City, and changes in use. The
North Site now turns its back on the South Site with the north boundary of the
reconfigured airstrip becoming a barrier rather than an integrating factor.

8.18.

The buildings of the airfield are not generally of special architectural or historic interest,
although the airfield is of some historic interest as it evokes memories of local and more
widely dispersed users of the aerodrome. The airfield was not innovative in its design or
its buildings. The character and appearance of the North Site and airstrip have altered
considerably over time and the South Site has lost its main building (the command tower
and administrative block).

8.19.

The historic interest of the aerodrome does not therefore qualify as special interest and
Conservation Area designation is therefore not appropriate.
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9.

Recommendations

9.1.

The following section sets out a series of recommendations. These recommendations
are intended to help clarify the historic value and significance of Panshanger Airfield and
its associated buildings and structures.

9.2.

It is recommend that:
i.

The decoy site control room is considered for further investigation, by English
Heritage, in order for them to determine whether it is eligible to be added to the List
of Buildings of Special Architectural and Historic interest, or to be scheduled for its
archaeological interest. The structure represents a rare survival of an early special
fire (Starfish) control room site. Of the two types developed it is the larger of the two,
which is increasing in rarity. The size of the structure is also a tangible reflection of
the importance of the original decoy site. The control room appears to survive in
good condition, though access has not been gained to its interior.

ii. The Mess Block (Structure 18) on the North Site is considered for further
investigation, by English Heritage, with a view to determining its eligibility to be
added to the List of Buildings of Special Architectural and Historic interest. If it is
listed this will provide grounds to ensure that archaeological recording is undertaken
if the interior is altered. Should it not be listed, and if any alterations are proposed
consideration should be given for its archaeological recording.
iii. Should the elements that are recommended for consideration for statutory listing be
listed, the contribution of their settings to the buildings’ significance, should be
preserved or enhanced.
9.3.

In advance of any potential changes of use that might have an impact on the historic
interest of the site and all associated buildings and structures, that provision is made for
them to be appropriately recorded.

9.4.

The Blisters Hangers are not sufficiently unusual to warrant listing, as explained earlier in
paragraphs 7.22 and 7.23 of this report.

9.5.

The airfield site would not meet the criteria for Conservation Area designation – it has
become fragmented over time and overall, in its current form, is not of special
architectural or historic interest.
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10. Conclusions
10.1.

The site of Panshanger is of particular local historic interest. This interest is based on its
historic role during WWII and the rarity and architectural and historic interest of a number
of the historic assets that survive on site, in particular the decoy site control room, the
‘mess’ block (on the North Site) and the surviving Blister Hangers.

10.2.

The site has, however, been heavily altered during the course of its operational use and
as a result of encroaching development. The original decoy site is now visually and
physically separated from the airfield by modern housing and no structures survive
relating to this use apart from the control room. The airstrip has been encroached upon
and has undergone notable changes in its extent, the number of airstrips used and their
orientation. The North Site has also become visually and operationally separated from
the South Site. The result is that the site as a historic whole has become fragmented
visually, physically and operationally. This fragmentation has significantly undermined
the coherence of the site’s historic hole and the group value of its component parts.
Combined with the loss of significant recognisable buildings, including the administration
block and control tower, and the wider loss or poor condition of structures, the coherence
of the site has been eroded along with its extent. As a result this assessment concludes
that the site is unlikely to meet the criteria for scheduling or listing for its group value.
Individual structures, as discussed earlier, may warrant further investigation and
consideration for listing or scheduling as individual structures of note.

10.3.

The site does however retain a degree of particular local historic interest. This is based
largely on the evolving nature of the site, its historic role, and the fact that changes in
circumstances that reflect the evolution of the war are retained in some of the physical
fabric on the site – particular their layout. However the physical character and
appearance of this narrative has become fragmented. The introduction of later additional
structures onto the site of little historic or architectural merit has also lessened the overall
historic coherence of the site.

10.4.

Despite the introduction of structures of less architectural or historic interest the site does
have a recognisable character as it stands today. This is largely established through the
relationships established between the airstrip, those Blister Hangers that still survive in
good condition, both on the North and South Site and, although of less historic interest,
the T2 hangar and London Aeroplane Club hanger. These elements when combined with
their landscape setting do imbue the aerodrome with a recognisable character of its own,
and a character that still reflects its relationship to its earlier WWII role.
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Appendix B. Site History
B.1.

Pre-war context
From 1 May 1923, the de Havilland School of Flying began to operate an Air Ministry
sponsored reserve flying school at Stag Lane, Edgware, alongside their school for civilians.
In the majority of cases it offered refresher courses to RAF pilots who had already learned
to fly and who had passed into the RAF Reserve. It moved to Hatfield when that aerodrome
opened in May 1930. In August 1935, and following on from a review of the RAF training
organisation during the first phase of RAF expansion, the peace and war training system of
regular pilots was changed when it was decided that ab initio training should be carried out
at 13 existing civilian training schools, including the four original reserve schools. The
object of this was to train pupils in flying up to a standard from which they would be ready to
begin training on service type aircraft.
The school changed its name to 1 Elementary & Reserve Flying Training School (E&RFTS)
to reflect this. On successful completion of the civilian course, pupils would then be posted
to the RAF Depot, Uxbridge, where they received their uniforms and underwent disciplinary
and administrative training before being posted to a RAF Flying Training School (FTS) to
continue with their flying training programme.
There were initially four schools (Hatfield, Filton and Hamble – each with 3 Tiger Moths,
and Brough with Blackburn B.2s). In August 1935, another nine were added to meet the
RAF expansion requirements – the thirteen civilian schools supplied pupils for ten FTSs. A
typical course for regular personnel normally took 8 weeks, though it could be extended
owing to bad weather. During this period a pupil would carry out a minimum of 25 hours
dual and 25 hours solo flying. During the course the pilots were candidates for short service
commissions. They were civilians although paid by the Air Ministry, and made their own
arrangements for accommodation and they wore plain clothes. By the outbreak of WWII,
there were 16 civilian schools and 15 FTSs plus a large voluntary reserve training
organisation with more than 40 schools.

B.2.

RAF Hatfield
On the outbreak of war the existing schools were converted as quickly as possible to the
planned war training organisation. This meant that the courses were shortened and pupil
capacities increased. Reserve training ceased and the civilian schools which had
previously been numbered and called E&RFTSs were now renamed Elementary Flying
Training Schools (EFTS), and became an RAF unit. The RAF schools which had earlier
been called FTSs, were now renamed Service Flying Training Schools.
The first war course arrived towards the end of end of 1939 and on 1 January 1940 all
personnel of the unit were mobilised to the RAF; the post of chief instructor was abolished
and replaced with commanding officer (CO) and under the CO were a chief flying instructor
and a chief ground instructor who previously had been employees of the operating
companies, but were now serving RAF officers. On 1 January 1940 there were 19 EFTSs in
existence and that at Hatfield was classified as an ‘A’ unit with 48 aircraft and 96 pupils on
charge. Aircraft were divided into flights of twelve, eight of which were classified as initial
equipment (IE) and four were held in reserve (IR), but in the spring of 1940 the composition
of a flight was increased to 18 (12 IE and 6 IR).
At the end of 1940, houses were requisitioned for accommodating the pupils, these
included ‘Torilla’, ‘Nast Hyde’ and ‘Higher Bowden’ – Torilla was derequisitioned on 7
August 1945.
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As at 1 January 1941, there were still 19 EFTSs operating – that at Hatfield had 72 Tiger
Moths, 72 pupils on charge equating to a Class ’B’ school and the course length was six
weeks.

B.3.

Decoy Factory
A three-dimensional decoy factory constructed of wood and canvas was erected on a
triangular-shaped area of land to the north of the junction of Money Hole Lane and Green
Lane, which today is largely occupied by Money Hole Lane Park, Welwyn Garden City. It
was completed by the autumn of 1940 and was one of the original four aircraft
manufacturing plants to have decoy sites built during this period. The ‘factory’ from the air,
was designed to look like the de Havilland manufacturing plant at Hatfield, in order to
attract enemy bombers away from the real thing. The illusion was graphically enhanced by
the presence of dummy aircraft, scrap cars and painted roads. For night ‘production’, it was
electrically lit from a control room and diesel engine located in a bunker close by. The
contractor was Sound City (Films) Ltd. Except for the control room, the site had been
cleared by the spring of 1942 and the area was incorporated into the airfield.

B.4.

RAF Hatfield and RLG Holwell Hyde
On 16 June 1941 ‘B’ Flight was transferred to a Relief Landing Ground (RLG)(believed to
be Holywell Hyde) under the command of F/Lt HJ Greenland with eight Tiger Moth aircraft,
which was the first time the RLG had been used in this connection. 1This occurred at the
time No.20 War Course had commenced flying.
There was an initial requirement for expansion in April 1941, partly to fill the expanded UK
SFTSs and partly to feed the growing number of SFTSs in Canada. As a consequence of
this another flight was added at Hatfield.
The requirement for basic pilot training in the UK began to disappear towards the end of
1941 as there was now a surplus of pilots as the overseas schools were turning out
larger numbers. The UK SFTSs in the UK gradually changed over in the winter of 1941 /
1942 to refresher courses for pilots arriving from overseas. The reduction in SFTS
training was accompanied by a reduction in the amount of EFTS training required and as
a result, three flights at Hatfield disbanded and the unit was relegated to type ‘C’.
On 1 November therefore, the school was downgraded to just two flights (‘A’ and ‘B’).
F/Lt Michael N Mavrogordato assumed command of ‘A’ Flight and F/Lt J Stanley of ‘B’
Flight.2
At the end of 1941, the EFTSs were in the process of turning over to ‘grading’ pupils;
they continued to function in name, but were directed mainly to flight testing pupils before
they proceeded overseas for basic training.
On 8 November 1941, No.1 Grading Course started, the intake being 36. Also No.24 War
Course finished – of an intake of 95, 65 were posted to an SFTS in Canada, 10 were
transferred to the junior course, 16 were suspended (3 on medical grounds) and one was
killed. The average flying hours was 63.55; there were 7 whole days and 18 half days
unfit for flying and seven accidents occurred with the average flying time per accident of
9.7 hours. The grading courses gradually replacing the war courses which finished at
No.29 and was completed on 13 May 1942.
No.17 EFTS had taken on the responsibility for training artillery officers (known as AOP
training), on a twelve-week course, the intake being 18 every six weeks, but in June 1942
it closed down and its training commitment transferred to Hatfield. The first AOP courses
at Hatfield / Holwell Hyde had begun in May 1942.
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As at 1 June 1942 there were 20 EFTSs operating in the UK, that at Hatfield / Holwell
Hyde having 36 Tiger Moths carrying out pilot grading and AOP training for 36 pupils for
each of the two courses.
By 23 June 1942 a new sick quarters had been established at Holwell Hyde in a Nissen
hut, the main sick quarters being at Hatfield.

B.5.

RAF Holwell Hyde
On 7 September, 1 EFTS moved its administration from Hatfield and the unit in future was
known as 1 EFTS, RAF Station Holwell Hyde, Tewin, Welwyn, Herts. The Link Trainer
Flight and ground instructional staff remained at Hatfield.
The first full course carried out at Holwell Hyde was probably No.3 AOP Course when 15
army officers passed out successfully on 11 November 1942. On 16 November night
flying was re-introduced (there was no permanent flare path), so presumably a temporary
flare path had to be laid out for each occasion. An Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) unit was
also in the area, co-operating with the school by operating a number of searchlights to
assist with night flying.

1

It is presumed that this is Holwell Hyde, but the first mention of Holwell Hyde in the ORB was on 21 July 1941, when S/Ldr Noble, the
group defence officer, visited Hatfield and the RLG at Holwell Hyde.2 It is unknown whether this meant that ‘A’ Flight was at Hatfield and ‘B’
Flight continued to be at Holwell Hyde or whether they were both at Hatfield and that Holwell Hyde was only used as an RLG.1

At the end of 1942, the grading courses were gradually phased out and by 1 January 1943
its 36 (two flights) Tiger Moths were used solely for training AOP personnel, and this
commitment was increased in February 1943. Austers were introduced in May 1943.
There was an anti-aircraft flight based at Holwell Hyde (although the details are
unknown) but they left the unit on 18 January 1943. Regular defence exercises took
place, one of these on 18 November 1942, and those taking part were AOP officers and
a Home Guard platoon (Commanded by Lt Weedon). Exercise ‘Tewin’ was a larger-scale
exercise that took place on 29 April 1943 after a mock invasion of the UK had occurred
which had largely failed, but enemy forces consisting of airborne troops with light
armoured vehicles (represented by the Worcestershire Regiment), had descended to the
south with the object of capturing the aerodrome. No.1 EFTS and the Home Guard made
their battle headquarters in an air-raid shelter close to the concrete perimeter track. Arms
were used with blank ammunition as well as mortar smoke bombs – a ‘battle’ took place
close to Green Lane (at the site of the entrance to the decoy factory). The result was that
the defence of the aerodrome was deemed as a success and the attack was repelled.
Other exercises included decontamination as a result of exploding mustard gas mines
which took place on 27 May 1943.

B.6.

RAF Panshanger
The first Link trainer was installed at Holwell Hyde on 1 March 1943 and the aircraft repair
section began operating in a blister hangar on 26 April. On 11 June the new
administration offices and control tower opened for business, followed by the new lecture
block on the 21st.
This firmly established the South Site the main site for AOP training. Following
completion of the South Site, on 13 September 1943 the station became officially known
as RAF Panshanger. On the 15 August the so- called ‘L’ Flight transferred from Hatfield
to Panshanger – this flight had had four Link trainers, three were installed on the South
Site and another on North Site. The first course at Panshanger may have been No.51
which completed on 24 September (23 passed, one sick in hospital). Another building,

1
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this time the new sick quarters was opened on 3 April 1944 which meant that the main
sick quarters was now at Panshanger – the staff consisted of a medical officer, one
corporal and six nursing orderlies.
Meanwhile, on 25 June, two bombs were dropped outside the southern boundary, but
there was no damage. Later investigations lead to the belief that they were 250 kg high
explosive bombs dropped by an FW 190 which jettisoned them while being attacked by a
Mosquito; they fell 100 yards south of the aerodrome boundary.
At the end of July 1943, it was proposed to move Air Training Corps camp from Hatfield
to Holwell Hyde. The camp at Hatfield had been originally established as a result of the
move of 1 EFTS, the affiliated ATC units using the facilities largely vacated by the school.
Two large aircraft made forced landings during WWII – the first occurred on 12 August
1943, when a USAAF B-26 Marauder made a successful forced landing without injury to
its crew, and the other involved a Wellington on 10 February 1944, again with no injuries.
On 11 December No.15 (b) course commenced consisting of 25 Turkish officers; it is
thought they were billeted at Hatfield and were the second group. The first of 42 pupils
arrived at Hatfield on 1 November. The passing out parade took place at Panshanger on
3 April 1944; the parade was inspected and the salute taken by Air Vice-Marshal AL
Paxton, Flying Training Command.
On 1 January 1944 there were 19 SFTSs operating; that at Panshanger had 36 Tiger
Moths and 72 pupils (including some Turkish officers) – course length was eight weeks.
During the night of 18 / 19 February 1944, an enemy aircraft dropped two canisters of 1
kg incendiary bombs in the south-west corner of the airfield. Of a total of 1,200 bombs,
about 700 fell on the airfield itself. The only damage to the airfield was small potholes.
Prompt action was taken by a bomb disposal flight in response to the unit’s call for
assistance.
On 27 March 1 44, ‘A’ Flight, 658 Squadron, AOP with 6 officers, 7 sergeants and 26
other ranks arrived with four Austers as a lodger unit from Collyweston.
By the summer of 1944 refresher courses were given to pilots accumulating in the
Personnel Reception Centres, some of which had been in these centres for six months or
more.
Night flying was stopped from 15 June 1944 as a direct result of a flying bomb incident at
Sandridge but resumed again on 30th. Another flying bomb severely damaged the estate
near the billets at Hatfield on 22 September.
On 6 July 1944, HM King Peter of Yugoslavia and HRH Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands paid an unofficial visit.
On 1 January 1945, there were 18 EFTSs operating, of which the one at Panshanger had
36 Tiger Moths and 72 pupils on a pre-advanced flying unit course lasting three weeks.
Perhaps the most significant event of February 1945, was the changeover to army glider
pilot training which took place on 21st. The first 12-week pre-glider course consisted of
Belgian army glider pilots with an intake of 30 for training as second pilots. Altogether
there were ten similar courses before being replaced with a short naval officers’ course,
consisting of regular officers from various branches of the Royal Navy. The object was to
give air experience and a general insight into the training procedure – the first of these, with
26 pupils, commenced on 16 November 1945.
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B.7.

RAF Panshanger 1946–47
On 12 April 1946, the London Aero Club commenced flying, occupying buildings on the
north side, and a day later the RAF Flying Club opened. Training during this immediate
post-war period consisted of Ministry of Supply, Ministry of Aircraft Production elementary
flying training. On 26 November 1946 Air Vice-Marshal Mateusz Izycki, the air officer
commander-in-chief of the Polish Air Force in the UK visited the station with a view
towards using the airfield for communications purposes.
The strength as at 31 July 1946 was 16 permanent staff officers, 11 permanent staff other
ranks and 20 trainee officers; by 30 April 1947 this had been reduced to 4 officers and 1
other rank. The station then closed down and the site reverted to the operating company,
this time in the form of the de Havilland Aeronautical Technical School, becoming 1
Reserve Flying School until closure of all the RFSs on 31 March 1952.
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Appendix C. Consultation
C.1.

Consultee Table of Responses

Table 1. Organisations Consulted
Contact Name

Body

Consultee

Date Sent

Date Received

Stewart Bryant –
Head of the Historic
Environment at
Hertfordshire County
Council

Hertfordshire
County Council

Yes

25/06/13

No response to
questionnaire.
Emailed summary
of archaeology.

Valerie
Scott/Graham Tite

BEAMS Ltd

Yes

25/06/13

Response
received 8/7/13

English Heritage
Wayne Cocroft –
Senior
Archaeological
Investigator/ Cold War
Research Team
leader

Yes

25/06/13

Contact made by
phone with
Wayne Cocroft

Catherine Croft

20th Century
Society

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Mr Dean McBride

Holwell Hyde
Heritage

Yes

25/06/13

25/06/13

Will Davis (Chair):

Panshanger
People

Yes

25/06/13

15/07/2013

Save Panshanger

Yes

Sent to Will
Davis, as
Panshanger
People are
running the
campaign for
Save
Panshanger

As above

Yes

25/06/13

17/07/2013

The General Aviation Yes
Awareness Council

25/06/13

No response

Conservation
Advisers to WHBC

Mrs Jennifer McCann Welwyn Garden
(Honorary Secretary) City Society
Mr Stephen Slater
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Contact Name

Noel J Ryan
(Honorary Secretary
& Membership Coordinator)

Body

Consultee

Date Sent

Date Received

North London
Flying School

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Light Aircraft
Association

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Welwyn Garden
City Heritage Trust

Yes

No response
Contact made
through website,
(25 /
6)

Airfield Research
Group

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Questionnaire
sent 26/6/13

Table 2. Landowners Consulted
Landowners
Iain Rhind of NLP
(access to owners,
Mariposa
Investments, via NLP)
Dan Myers

Contact via David
Lock Associates.
(Joseph Thomas)
Mike Storey
(Corporate
Property Manager).
Anthony Anstead

Mr and Mrs Cook

Organisation and/or Consultee
asset
Mariposa Investments Yes
(Panshanger Airfield)

Date Sent

Date Received

25/06/13

16/07/13

Homes and
Communities Agency
(land to west of
airfield)
Larfarge Tarmac

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Welwyn Hatfield
Borough Council
(Moneyhole Park)

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Yes

25/06/13

No response

Table 3. Unsolicited Consultation Responses
Name

Body (If applicable)

Paul Beaver

Chair of Army Flying Assoc & MD 25/06/13
of the Royal Artillery Aero Club

John Parr

Date Received

25/06/13
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Name

Body (If applicable)

Bruce Bosher

hon. secretary of the de Havilland 25/06/13
Aeronautical Technical School
Association

John Holmes- Walker

-

27/06/2013

Laurie Brown
Peter Steeden

-

26/06/13
25/06/13

John Beattie

Member Civil Aviation Historical
Society South Australian
Aviation Museum

26/06/13
27/06/13

-

28/06/13
28/06/13
01/07/13

David Wilkinson

Dave Reid
Ken Broomfield
Lewis/ Trudi
Benjamin
John Berger
Frederick O. Marsh
Trevor Gilpin
David Ogilvy
Roy Purdy
Yvonne M. Trueman

No Name

Royal Aero club
Trust
Rural Flying Corps
Training Ltd
Aircraft Owners & Pilots
Association
99s International Organisation of
Women Pilots
Local resident

Date Received

01/07/13
04/07/13
09/07/13
14/07/13
No Date

17/07/2013
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C.1.1.

Example Questionnaire
Panshanger Airfield - Historic Significance Questionnaire
We are undertaking research into the historic significance of Panshanger Airfield on behalf
of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council. As part of that research we would welcome your views
on what you think is significant about Panshanger Airfield.
If you are able to take a little time to provide us with your response on the questions below,
your help would be much appreciated.
Responses should be received no later than 16th July 2013. Beyond this date we will not
be able to consider your response in our research.
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/ explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words

Final date for responses is the 16th July 2013.
Beyond this date we will not be able to consider any information provided in our research.
Disclaimer: All comments will be open to public inspection, which may include publishing
them on the internet. Private information, such as signatures, email addresses and
telephone numbers will not be made available.
C.1.1.1.

Direct Consultation Responses
NB All Consultation Responses are added verbatim, including any blank spaces
where questions have been left unanswered.
Response from BEAMS Ltd – Conservation advisors to WHBC
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Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I (Robin Uff- a colleague of Mr Tite, to whom this questionnaire is addressed)
provide conservation & design consultancy advice to Welwyn Hatfield BC as a
part-time Conservation Officer of BEAMS (Built Environment Advisory &
Management Service) Ltd, The Castle, Hertford. I have advised on the historic
environment & architectural design matters for WHBC since 2009.
I was formerly the Conservation Officer at East Hertfordshire DC (1988- 2007),
which includes the principal & core part of the former Panshanger Estate, some
of which is now designated as a Registered Park & Garden (Grade II*) & also
includes a number of listed buildings- although the country house was
demolished in 1953. I have been familiar with this part of the former
Panshanger Estate for many years, in relation to listed building consent
applications & the monitoring of Buildings At Risk; & also Warrengate Farm,
Tewin (also within East Hertfordshire)
Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
The remaining older buildings at the Panshanger Aerodrome- including the
large now rusting aircraft hanger & a number of single storey utilitarian brick
buildings- appear to date from the 2nd World War use of the site as an Air
Ministry decoy site (1940) for the nearby de Havilland works at Hatfield; then
as use for RAF Panshanger (1943).
Aircraft hangers & the associated functional support buildings often can have
some interest, in terms of wartime association with events & local history. In
certain circumstances, hangers can be considered for listing, though in my
experience, they must have some particular special interest either as early &
innovative engineering or architectural structures (e.g. de Havilland hangers at
Hatfield; or the Belfast truss structures of the 1st World War, such as RAF
Henlow, Bedfordshire) or by association with notable historic events or people
(e.g. RAF Tempsford, Bedfordshire) or the Cardington airship hangers (also
Bedfordshire) as landmark structures.
I am not aware of any such associations to give these buildings special interest
or significance, though local history societies or museums may be able to
provide further pertinent information.
Pre-2WW historic interest or earlier archaeology should be investigated via
HCC Archaeology.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
The Panshanger Aerodrome/ Airfield site was formerly a part of the extensive
Panshanger Estate- previously (after 1719) incorporated within the joint Cole
Green House Estate & enlarged Panshanger Estate. The estate was centred
on the valley of the River Mimram, flowing from Whitwell, Codicote & Welwyn
east & south-eastwards towards Hertford. The site of the airfield is less than a
km to the south of the course of the river, located on rising ground, beyond
Warrengate Farm (farmhouse & barn are both Grade II listed buildings), at the
edge of a residential area of Welwyn garden City, immediately adjacent to the
airfield to the west.
As noted above- the remaining core part of the gardens & parkland, close to
the site of the now demolished country house, are designated as a Registered
Park & Garden (Grade II*). The remnants of the grounds of the country house
include a number of listed buildings- the orangery/ conservatory & stables. This
designation extends westwards to Panshanger Lane, to include sand & gravel
workings & some woodland. Panshanger Lane defines the east boundary &
vehicular & pedestrian entrance point to the airfield. The proximity of the airfield
to the setting of the nearby designated heritage assets (in terms of the National
Planning Policy Framework considerations & criteria)- especially Panshanger
Park & Gardens- is of key significance.
In itself, the airfield would seem to be of some local interest & value only- &
thus of relatively limited significance. None of the buildings or structures appear
to have been considered as eligible for consideration for listing in past surveys
& reviews.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
Further information may be available at HALS/ HCC Record Office & the
Hertfordshire County Council archaeologists.
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Response Received from Will Davis – Panshanger People and Save Panshanger
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
Panshanger People is a community group in the Panshanger area of Welwyn
Garden City, composed of people who use the airfield and local residents who
value the airfield as a long- standing local amenity. Our principal aims are to
challenge the current proposals to build 700 new homes in Panshanger on the
airfield and open land at the end of the airstrip (Hillyfields Meadow). We wish
to conserve the local habitat and environment, and preserve Panshanger
Airfield as a working airfield. We also aim to offer an effective voice for
residents who wish to make their views known to Borough and County Council
officers and representatives. As I’m sure you are aware, the government’s
localism agenda aims to facilitate greater community involvement regarding
decisions that will affect the lives of local people. We also exist to inform our
members of relevant local matters of interest to Panshanger residents.
Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger Airfield (originally Holwell Hyde) was established at the start of the
second world war as a dummy airfield for the main De Havilland aircraft factory
at Hatfield. It was also used later in the war as a training centre for pilots,
mainly on De Havilland Moth aircraft. Many of the buildings and the hangers
from this time still exist on the site, although they are mostly not in use at the
moment and are dilapidated. After the war, the airfield functioned as a civilian
club almost continuously until the present day. A large T2 hanger was built in
1960 to construct Cessna aircraft, which is still standing, although in poor
condition and unused.
Since the de-commissioning of the airfield at Hatfield, Panshanger and the De
Havilland museum at Salisbury Hall (Shenley) provide the only reminder of the
great contribution the Hatfield area and the De Havilland company made to the
second World War and this country’s aviation manufacturing heritage (despite
promises, no museum was established at the Hatfield site). Most of the
buildings at Panshanger Airfield have been allowed to fall into disrepair by the
land owners, who have actively sought planning permission for industrial
buildings on the site since the mid 1960s.
Whilst the De Havilland museum at Salisbury Hall is able to display static
planes, without a runway, they are unable to fly planes. If Panshanger is kept
as an operating airfield, however, the wartime hangers could be restored to
house air worthy examples of De Havilland aircraft to be displayed either at
Panshanger, or Salisbury Hall and preserve the historical atmosphere of
Panshanger airfield.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger airfield is a small, but very active grass strip airfield, one of only
two in Hertfordshire that serves a population over a large area of northern
London, Hertfordshire and adjacent counties and could not be replaced. The
only other airfields in the region are themselves at/or near capacity and could
not cater for the pilots and planes that would be displaced from Panshanger if
it had to close.
In addition to its role as an aero-sports facility, providing valuable training for
pilots, both private and commercial, it also fulfils many other business and
social roles. Scouts, Air Cadets and charity groups benefit from the airfield as
does the University of Hertfordshire. Many visitors also enjoy the cafe and the
atmosphere, especially at air displays and events throughout the year. It also
supports people who fly in/out for business meetings in the neighbourhood and
in North London.
The undisturbed and unimproved grassland habitat (as opposed to agricultural
grassland) is very rare in Hertfordshire and provides a sanctuary for many redlisted birds and mammals, which are becoming increasingly marginalised in the
county. We know for a fact that several red listed bird species have recently
been recorded as nesting on the site.
Please also be aware that the land proposed for housing as part of this
proposal includes the open land to the west of the airstrip (A zone presumably
left clear for emergency landings). This land goes hand in hand with the airfield
and has been used, and is used, by local residents every day. For many years,
before the airfield was fenced in following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, this area
was contiguous with the airfield itself. This space could be argued to be
historically significant as it has always been used and valued by local people,
for very many decades. Closing the airfield will also result in the loss of this
long standing local green asset. This is not acceptable to local residents.
The current flying school would be very happy to make use of the restored
existing buildings and hangers and keep the heritage of these buildings alive on
the airfield if they could, but in their current position, they could not afford it.
There are financial disincentives from both the land owner and the local council
to preserving these buildings:- A) The flying school currently operates on a
short, very restrictive contract from the land owner, which makes meaningful
investment in the airfield impossible. B) The Council would seek to impose
business rates (calculated on the square footage) on any hanger space and
buildings used, making it financially impossible to support their use. Since 1993,
the council have also imposed a moratorium on development of the airfield
facilities or intensification of the airfield use beyond existing permissions.
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
The History of the airfield has been thoroughly researched by Mr Mike Packham
and the De Havilland trust, both of whom I believe you have already contacted.
The details on Mr Packham’s book on the subject are below:
Publisher: Tempus Publishing Ltd (10 Sep 2006)
ISBN-10: 0752439170
ISBN-13: 978-0752439174
Information on the current operations should be sought from the North London
Flying School. Information from the Land Owner should be sought from:
Mariposa Investments Ltd,
Millbrook Place
St. Lawrence
Jersey
JE3 1LN
Response Received from Jenny McCann – Welwyn Garden City Society
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
The Welwyn Garden City Society is the local civic society, founded in 1946. It
was established for the public benefit to promote high standards of planning
and architecture in or affecting the area of benefit; to educate the public in the
geography history, natural history and architecture of the area of benefit and to
secure the preservation, protection development and improvement of features
of historic or public interest in the area of benefit. Membership is from postal
districts AL7 and AL8.
The site is identified as WGC4 in the ECS, Land for Housing Outside Urban
Areas. Society responded to the initial Consultation. Those responses, along
with recent Inspectors’ decisions taken nationally, new guidance from
government, statistical data released as part of the Census 2011 have resulted
in the Council decision to undertake further technical work before considering
what changes need to be made to the Strategy. The Society will continue to
interrogate the processes and procedures employed.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
We would refer you to the book by Michael Packham entitled Panshanger
Aerodrome which gives a comprehensive history of the entire area.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
It is of significance to many residents of that part of the town. Many report
enjoying viewing the various aircraft that use the site, although not all, it has to
be said. Many others enjoy the various footpaths around the site, mostly on the
western side. This green space has a long time amenity value to them.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared
to share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
The airfield does have some historical buildings remaining, although they are
mostly in a poor condition. That is not to say they couldn’t be restored and reused in some capacity if funds allowed.
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Response Received from Mike Packham – North London Flying School
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation
you represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am a local resident (Panshanger estate) and welcome the continued use of the
airfield as an airfield and supporting the local community. I am the author of a
book (ISBN 0-7524-3917-0) covering the aerodrome’s history and its
importance to training airman and engineers during the War and later as a
reserve flying school and apprentice training school for the de Havilland Aircraft
Company. I have undertaken research for and talks to local historical societies
and other interested parties in supporting and promoting the significance of
Panshanger airfield, especially in supporting the mutual interaction with the
community.
I am a private pilot and member of the North London Flying School.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
The land supporting the current airfield is far smaller than originally allocated but
still contains buildings of significant architectural interest. A local engineering
company, C H Miskins designed transportable blister hangars which were
erected at Holwell Hyde/Panshanger in 1943. Three exist still and two are
placed near the current entrance to the airfield and should be preserved. On the
north side of the airfield is the third Miskins-designed hangar which should be
preserved. All three are now in a parlous state and require renovation. The
buildings currently occupied by the Flying Club are part of the original wartime
training block, built in 1943. Attached to the main flying club building is a wartime Link Trainer building which has significant architectural interest. A
duplicate of this building and a guard hut from 1940 exist on the north side of the
airfield and are now on private land. Post-war RAF Barracks and a Mess
building exist on the north site as well and are now in private hands.
Miscellaneous huts and aircraft and vehicle maintenance facilities remain in
woodland on the north side of the airfield.
In Henry Wood and Rolls Wood are blast shelters that provided security for staff
during the period the aerodrome was used as a decoy aerodrome, providing a
vital facility for diverting enemy bombers from the De Havilland aircraft factory at
Hatfield. These were used until the end of the war and remain of significant
architectural interest.
The large ‘T ’ hangar that dominates the airfield was constructed in 1959 and
has been used for a variety of companies in storing aircraft, maintenance and
vehicles. Whilst it remains unused for aircraft storage it has had little if any
maintenance over many years and should be reconsidered for its original
purpose.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
The Flying Club supports the local community in providing visits for local
schools, students from the University of Hertfordshire and voluntary societies,
such as the Air Training Corps, Guiding and Scout movements, in allowing
active participation in training and education about flying, aeronautical
engineering to those interested and others seeking a profession in the aviation
industry. Local historical societies, museums, car clubs etc, are frequently
entertained. Open days and social events for the local community to attend are
frequent e.g. ‘Fly-ins’ and air displays, especially in the summer season.
The Flying Club exists to provide flying training to all with the goal of the student
obtaining a pilot’s license. This achievement can be built on to provide
additional training towards a vocation in the aviation industry. The Flying Club is
very conscious of environmental issues such as noise, safety and pollution and
actively seeks to liaise with local residents to assist in reducing any negative
impact. I believe the Flying Club proffers a very conscientious social attitude in
maintaining its responsibility here.
Panshanger remains as one of only two active licensed airfields in the whole of
the county of Hertfordshire and supports local businesses in offering alternatives
to larger airports. The airfield supports a very successful flying school with
many hundreds of members, local owners and operators of light aircraft, a
restaurant and provides a focal point for visiting pilots from the UK and abroad
and pleasure and entertainment for the local Panshanger community.
The historical significance of this wartime airfield must not be allowed to be
forgotten.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared
to share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
I have a copy of my book to send to you if required which (hopefully) covers this
area in detail. Please provide mailing details (via email).
Mike Packham
mike.packham@btconnect.com
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Response Received from Dean McBride
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I set up ‘Holwell Hyde Heritage’ to ‘Preserve, Restore & Reuse Panshanger
Aerodrome’s WW2 Aviation History’; I’ve since discovered Post-WW2 Heritage.
I’ve been looking at a Living Heritage Museum at Panshanger Aerodrome with
the 2 Blister Hangars and the Parade Ground, using the Landing Grounds for
take-offs of Bi-Planes, this would be for weekly Tiger Moth flights, for the Local
& Wider Community; the museum would see Bi-Planes being serviced and
repaired, where the community can see this happening up close and personal
and a photographic history of Panshanger, the Decoy Factory & EFTS, Hatfield
Aerodrome, de Havilland Museum and the connections with the Tiger Moths,
Mosquitos and the dambusters from WWII. This would incorporate a complete
factual connection through photographs which I would arrange through BAE at
Farnborough. The police flying school, the London Aeroplane Club and the SK1
Jet plane being some post-war examples.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
WW2 Heritage
Vital Training Base during WWII – trained personnel from all over the world 4800 pilots were trained at RAF Station Panshanger
Trained various members of Royal Families – Netherlands; Yugoslavia & visits
from our King George VI & the Duke of Kent
This is a rare example of a Dummy Airfield – although the Decoy Factory was
the reason for the location, Raf Station Holwell Hyde (the decoy factory) had to
look like de Havilland at Hatfield from the air and Holwell Hyde Relief Landing
Ground was set up in November 1940 along with the decoy buildings and
planes
The aerodrome saw continuous use right through the war, as a decoy site and
when it changed its name on the 13th September 1943 to Raf Station
Panshanger and home to No 1 Elementary Flying Training School though Tiger
Moths were at panshanger from 1940 as de Havilland were using Tiger Moths at
Hatfield
The buildings are a testament to British engineering; Royal Air Force crews
assembled these in 1940 & 1943 & wartime buildings still have original windows,
particularly the Lecture Blocks
Bomb Craters around the airfield can be seen from the air:
http://goo.gl/maps/BT18K Parade ground with the 2 Blister Hangars where the
Raf had their passing-out parades and presented the wings to noncommissioned sergeant pilots; on page 32 of Michael’s book, you’ll see the
Turkish Air Force on such a parade.
3 Blast Shelters in Henry Woods
Landing Grounds – runways 11 & 29 a sliver of what actually remains, the whole
expanse of grass are between the South & North sides were used in WW2 and
this is Historic because of its use a Decoy Grass-Strip Airfield; used by a large
squadron of Tiger Moth Bi-Plane Trainers for the Elementary Flying Training
School & where members of our own Monarchy and those from other countries
were trained & visited this aerodrome.
Underground Air Raid Shelter & Decoy Air Raid Shelter
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger Aerodrome is a great benefit to the local community, it is much
loved and appreciated and with the local community responded with a 1,447
signed petition handed in to the local council in January 2013 calling on the
powers that be to save the aerodrome. The aerodrome is a link in the chain of
the aviation industry which is currently under threat everywhere; of the 400+
WWII Aerodromes built, only 147 remain. Every major airport is a former WW2
aerodrome.
I live in Panshanger and many local people are members and even if they don’t
fly they come to enjoy the surroundings; the aerodrome has an ambience you
don’t find anywhere else. You have to be a member there but it’s a small price
to pay for Lifetime of Joy! I don’t fly but I use the coffee shop and appreciate the
combined surroundings which make the aerodrome unique and you can see
planes taking off and landing over coffee.
The Buildings not in use need recognition so that they can be brought back to
life; my suggestion of a living museum is one way; the events held at the airfield
and its connections with schools and universities teach many young people
about the history of the aerodrome, its location and its contribution to aviation
and how these small airfields help train the airline pilots of tomorrow. I myself
will be meeting with the Heritage Team at the local University this week.
1959 T2 Hangar built for the Cessna; 1956 SK1 Jet Plane Hangar; 1961 London
to Cardiff Air Race; 1960’s Air Displays; 2 British Pathe movies; Operation
Bullshine; Follow That Horse; The Devil Rides Out; The Bofors Gun; The Battle
of Britain; Rentadick; Our Miss Fred; The Muppet Movie; The Champions; Fairly
Secret Army; Milk Marketing Board & a National Bank
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
This is recommended content;
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/police-flying-club/query/TIGER+MOTHS
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/new-indoor-racetrack/query/panshanger
http://audioboo.fm/boos/1091647-panshanger-residents-say-they-don-t-want-tolose-aviation-history
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Panshanger-Aerodrome-MichaelPackham/dp/0752439170
http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/petitions/46036
http://ab-initio.wix.com/holwellhydeheritage
http://audioboo.fm/BigX
This has all my recordings on panshanger aerodrome.
http://www.youtube.com/my_videos?o=U
This has all my you-tube videos on panshanger.
Dambusters 70 is a fly past of a 2 seater spitfire at low level, watch from 3
mintes and 30 secs, this will give you an idea of why the aerodrome still has an
historical wartime use today but this can only be done if it remains an
aerodrome.
http://ab-initio.wix.com/holwellhydeheritage *See RAF Map Link*
Response Received from Vilma Vass, of Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners, acting
for Mariposa Investments.
Introduction
1.1 Panshanger Aerodrome was acquired by the Air Ministry in June 1940 who made it
available to aircraft manufacturer De Havilland to construct a dummy aircraft works with
the aim of diverting German bombers from their site at Hatfield.
1.2 From 1940 onwards the grass airstrip was used as a Reserve Landing Ground by De
Havilland. In 1942 it was used by the RAF for flying training for the duration of the war.
Post-war it was used as a Reserve Flying School but was closed in 1953 by the Air
Ministry. Following this Panshanger was used by flying clubs for training, recreational
flying and as a fixed base for private owner pilots. This range of activities has continued
to the present day (within the same period of tenure) where it is currently home to the
North London Flying School.
1.3 The aerodrome was originally separated into north and south sectors. The north site
accommodated dispersal huts, blister hangars and a control tower. The South Site
included the administration block and training buildings, a number of blister hangars and
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a Coseley hangar. In 1959 a T2 hangar was constructed on the south site and more
recently a number of temporary fabric covered hangars.
1.4 The blister hangar is an arched portable hangar designed by architect Graham
Dawbarn (later of architectural practice Norman and Dawbarn) and patented by builders
Miskin and Sons in 1939.
1.5 The Air Ministry Type T2 hangar was intended to be a temporary building with a
design based on a short life expectancy, modular in design and capable of being
transported to a new location for re-use. There are an estimated 100 still in existence with
the majority built during the late 1930s and early 1940s.
1.6 The Coseley hangar was a later general service hangar.
1.7 In April 2000 English Heritage completed a survey of military aviation sites and
structures throughout the Country which culminated in their 2003 document entitled
“Historic Military Aviation Sites Conservation management guidance”. This study
assessed all of the UK’s military airfields and identified a number of 5163656v1 P2/4
buildings and structures which were subsequently listed and one airport, Biggin Hill, was
included within a conservation area.
1.8 English Heritage in its guidance on Twentieth-Century Military Sites (“current
approaches to their recording and conservation”) June
3 sets out the applicable
national criteria for defining the significance of military sites. Using these criteria and based
on a site visit and literature review we set out our view on the significance of Panshanger
Aerodrome.
2.0 Historic Importance
. Panhansger’s role during the Second World War was as a decoy station to draw
German bombers away from Hatfield Aerodrome with its aircraft factory and as an RAF
training facility. Panshanger played no part in frontline activities during the war and had no
association with any nationally important historic event nor was it associated with any
nationally recognised person, or form of technological innovation. Many other airfields were
used for decoy purposes and for pilot training. Its national historic importance is therefore
considered low.
2.2 It is unclear whether Panshanger Aerodrome was surveyed but there is no reason to
believe it was not. This would have been the appropriate opportunity to consider whether
any heritage designations should have been applied but it is clear none were and neither
was Panshanger identified as a key site in the Conservation Management Guidance.
3.0 Completeness
3.1 There is no available evidence to suggest that any of the original Second World War
decoy structures remain. Indeed these were constructed on land which is no longer part of
the airfield.
3.2 The original aerodrome has become fragmented with the disposal of the north site
taking place in the 1980s. Here all buildings have been abandoned and the site is
overgrown. Several buildings have been demolished although there is evidence of the
standing remains and footprints of several buildings visible in the undergrowth to the
south; a substantial part of the war-time airfield was sold and developed for housing over
30 years ago.
3.3 On the south site the administration/training building has been demolished; all that
remains is its distinctive “fuselage” building footprint.
3.4 Three blister/Miskin hangars remain along with a later Coseley hangar and a Type T2
hangar (1959). All of these hangars have been abandoned by the aerodrome and are in
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an advanced state of disrepair. None accommodate aircraft neither are they capable of
doing so without substantial renovation. It is highly improbable that it would be financially
viable to bring these buildings back into operational use.
3.5 The only earlier building currently in use is the main clubhouse, a former RAF
dispersal/administration building. The immediately surrounding buildings are all
abandoned and are in an advanced state of disrepair.
3.6 Temporary fabric covered hangars have been erected and are being used to
undertake maintenance of aircraft.
3.7 Overall Panshanger does not visually or operationally exhibit completeness as a
Second World War RAF station. The dilapidation of remaining buildings and structures
with no operational uses taking place in them offers a view of fragmentation and decay.
4.0 Legibility of surviving parts
4.1 Second World War airfields exhibit strongly formalised layouts often on a grid system
and with distinctive and uniform building types. Panshanger has been broken up with the
north and south sites separating in ownership. The earlier building group has been
demolished (administration and training building) and new buildings erected, including
the Type T2 and the various temporary hangars. All of the earlier buildings have been
abandoned and are in a derelict condition. Visually, it is impossible to recognise
Panshanger as a complete Second World War RAF station.
Group value
4.2 The earlier aerodrome buildings as a group do not exhibit any particular military or
RAF character or appearance nor do they represent the aerodrome’s earlier Second
World War character. They have no real cohesiveness given the extent of demolition and
new building. The absence of such architectural character and group value means the
site would not satisfy the statutory tests for designation as a conservation area.
Rarity
4.3 Panshanger operated as a decoy site and an RAF base for flying training. These
roles were carried out at numerous RAF stations throughout the Country during the war,
and hence Panshanger fails to satisfy the criteria of rarity. Distinctive building types
4.4 The buildings at Panshanger include Second World War blister/Miskin hangars, a
Type T2 hangar and a general purpose Coseley hangar. The blister and Type T2
hangars (both in very poor physical condition) were designed as temporary short life
buildings but despite this many endure and are well represented elsewhere as are the
Coseley hangars. The administration and dispersal buildings were standard Air Ministry
Buildings and these too are well represented. There are therefore no distinctive building
types at Panshanger.
4.5 In conclusion, Panshanger Aerodrome has low national significance and no buildings
individually or as a group satisfy the national statutory criteria for listing nor does it exhibit
the necessary characteristics for designation as a conservation area.
C.1.1.2.

Unsolicited Consultation Responses
Response from Frederick O. Marsh
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
As a Private Pilot I flew with the then local flying Club (London Aeroplane Club)
at Panshanger during the late 1950’s / early 1960’s. I was then owned by Mr Nat
Somers, a distinguished post-war (WWII) air racing pilot. Whilst flying at
Panshanger I met Miss Sheila Scott, who was flying from this airfield prior to
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger Airfield is of historic significance to the British aviation community,
as it was used by many of those who competed in air racing and air rallies.
In my view all possible action should be taken to ensure that Panshanger is kept
open as an airfield for the benefit and enjoyment of the present and future
generations.
Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
It is essential that British Airline operators continue to be able to employ British
citizens in the airline industry. A high proportion of past, present and future air
line pilots started their flying career by learning to fly at local flying clubs, of
which Panshanger is a typical example.
It is also essential that we continue to encourage young persons, both male and
female, to become engineers. The designing and building of light aeroplanes,
used for leisure and sports, is the route taken by many of these in becoming
designers and engineers in the UK industry.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
A high proportion of past, present and future air line pilots start their flying
career by learning to fly at local flying clubs, of which Panshanger is a typical
example. Because there are not sufficient, conveniently located aerodromes &
airfields in the Greater London area, it is essential that this site is maintained as
an aerodrome.
Many amateur-build or home-built aeroplane constructors, with the
encouragement of the late Harold Best-Devereux (a keen amateur-built
aeroplane designer and builder) flew their aeroplanes at Panshanger. These
amateur-built aeroplane designers and builders are potential engineers who will
be employed by the British aviation and related industries.
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Response from Lewis and Trudi Benjamin
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
Panshanger was renowned for its Air Displays in the ‘60’s. In 1963,
16000 Londoners flocked in to see the world’s first public viewing of
the Tiger Club’s ‘Standing on Wing’ act – a man on top of a Tiger
Moth – was the highlight of a full-two hour flying display of a quality
unequalled in Europe. The full display in the Springs that followed
were equally outstanding.
Historic moments; along with the memory of wartime RAF training
of pilots. I know, I was one such successful cadet in 1944.
P.S. Can provide display details if requested.
Lewis Benjamin, 17 Brown Court, Westfields, Ashby de la Zouch, LE652LZ
Tel.: 01530 41 23 82

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words

Response Received from David Ogilvy
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am Past President of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association of the UK,
itself a member of International AOPA, which is the largest pilot representative
body in the world. Following six years as a pilot in the Royal Air Force, I
have spent my entire working life in general aviation. In the 1950s I was
Chief Flying Instructor at a nearby aerodrome (Elstree) and used Panshanger
to give students experience in operating from a site that was physically different.
I am conscious of Panshanger’s historic significance and, more particularly, of
the need for its active retention in the future. There is an acute and growing
shortage of aerodromes available for general aviation use and AOPA has
fought for a geographical balance of such bases throughout the UK. Until my
recent retirement I spearheaded this work.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger was the basis of an Elementary Flying Training School for the
Royal Air Force during World War 2, operated by the de Havilland Aircraft Co.
Ltd. The school moved to Panshanger from the company’s main base at
Hatfield when aircraft manufacture and the resulting test flying made it
advisable to separate the two conflicting functions. After the war the RAF
retained a presence with a Reserve Flying School on the site.
During this time the London Aeroplane Club was reactivated at Panshanger,
providing a much-needed facility for people learning to fly and for more
experienced pilots to retain their currency. That requirement remains today.
See my answer to Q.3.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Government policy, initially through Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG)14
and repeated in the current National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
makes clear that sites used for flying should be retained and not developed to
make them unusable for future aviation activity.
General aviation covers all flying activity other than that carried out by the
military services or the airlines. It is the largest sector that includes pilot
training, business flying, civil search and rescue, urgent medical missions, oil
and pipeline inspections, pollution control and private flying. To make such
functions practicable, facilities need to be available within easy reach of all
centres of population, commerce or industry.
Many people who become airline pilots begin by learning to fly at their nearest
flying school or club, before progressing to their professional licences. If initial
training facilities are far from their homes or workplaces, such people enter
other careers. There is a constant demand for new pilots and this will grow in
the years ahead.
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
Other people will explain the historical aspect with regard to remaining
buildings, as I have not been to the site in recent years, but I believe that at
least one WW2 blister hangar still stands. These once-common structures are
very rare today and any existing examples should be preserved.
David Ogilvy OBE FRAeS
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association

Response Received from Roy Purdy
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I lived in Panshanger for over twenty-five years and always enjoyed the fact that
we had a good local airport for the benefit of not only pilots but non flyers that
were able to visit the airfield and watch the aeroplanes.
It is an historic airfield dating back to war times and, as an ex de Havilland
apprentice, knew many colleagues who were there during their apprenticeships.
As a trainee pilot, living in Norfolk, I am looking forward to flying down to
Panshanger to enjoy the excellent amenities they have there

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
It is an historic airfield having been operational during the last war it proved to be
of vital importance to the war effort as a ‘dummy’ airfield taking the heat off of
the de Havilland airfield at Hatfield.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger airfield brings so much enjoyment to so many people and should
not be used for housing in, what is already, a very crowded housing estate. It is
one of the very few GA airfields in the surrounding counties left for those who
want and enjoy flying and should not be closed down. We have two golf clubs in
Welwyn Garden City, one adjacent to Panshanger, so why not use one of them
on which to build houses.
Pilots from all over southern England fly into Panshanger and bring much
needed revenue to the area. Developers are always building housing near
airfields and then the residents complain about the noise so why does local
government allow them to build near established airfields when there are other
options. Sadly, it is usually all about money and how much of it can be made by
a relatively few people. General aviation aircraft are not very noisy and usually
only operate under strict laws over the weekend and then for only a limited
period.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/ explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
NO
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Response Received from Bruce Bosher
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
As a student apprentice, I underwent practical experience and training of
working on aeroplanes and their engines in the early ‘50s. I also learnt to fly and
achieved my pilots’ licence there. At that time it was known as the London
Aeroplane Club: latterly, it has become the North London Flying Club – I believe
its original name. With closure of so many airfields in Hertfordshire, it would be
a great loss to the many people who still fly there, and is still of great interest to
people like myself to visit from time to time. I would be very sad to hear of its
closure, and hope that it can be retained to continue as an amenity for the local
people. I am hon.secretary of the de Havilland Aeronautical Technical School
Association – whose members – some 550 of them, attended the school when it
was under the aegis of the de Havilland Company.
Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
As is well known it played its part during the war as a decoy aerodrome, but also
– as RAF Panshanger - became an EFTS providing elementary flying training
for both the RAF and Army pilots. Post war it continued as a base for the
RAFVR as well as a civil flying school and training establishment for us
apprentices.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
The comparatively recent book on Panshanger, entitled “Panshanger
Aerodrome” by Michael Packham provides ample evidence why it is such a
historical gem, and should be kept in operation as a part of Hertfordshire’s rich
heritage.
I would be happy to loan my copy.

Response Received from Mr J Parr
Your questionnaire refers.
While a de Havilland (DH) engineering student at Hatfield, I learnt to fly at Panshanger in
the early 1950s (on DH Tiger Moths, naturally) with the old London Aeroplane Club. I
also worked on, and flew in, the Avro Ansons of No 1 Reserve Flying School RAF which,
with its complement of DH Chipmunks, was based there at the time. I therefore have
many fond memories of Panshanger and would be very sorry to see it sink completely
below yet more "affordable housing".
My younger son, who has his own aircraft, is currently an occasional flying visitor to
Panshanger, where he a member, and he keeps me up to date with news thereof.
I know nothing of Panshanger's archaeological merits but I passionately believe that, as a
country, we should do more to preserve such sites of historical interest and laud their
WWII role.
I took my late wife on her first- ever flight from Panshanger in a Tiger Moth in about 1953.
At that time she was a student at the then Balls Park Teachers' Training College in
Hertford. It was a sparkling winter's morning and she was thrilled with the experience.
There's nothing to beat taking-off from a frost-covered grass airfield in an open cockpit!
Our last flight together took place over a very different environment: Nicosia - Famagusta
- Nicosia. It was in August 1974, the day before the Turkish army started to push
southwards to establish their "Attilla" line across Cyprus. Looking down on the streets of
Famagusta we wondered why the Cypriot National Guard were running around like ants!
The next day all became clear.
Although not sticking to the exact questions in your questionnaire, I hope that some of the
above may be of some use/interest.
Regards, JOHN PARR
Sqn Ldr RAF (Ret'd)
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Response Received from Mr P Steedan
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I have been an aircraft enthusiast for over 50 years and as such have a
particular interest in the historical value afforded by sites such as Panshanger .
In a rapidly changing world it is easy to overlook these values until it is too late
and they have disappeared.
I have been a member of many aviation societies over the years an am currently
a member of the DH Moth Club, although I do not represent them. The DH Moth
club supports those keeping alive the spirit of the early years of flying and
Panshanger has special relevance in that was used for wartime training on Tiger
Moths. It also evokes the atmosphere of the early days with the surroundings
which are devoid of modern buildings.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Some of the buildings on the site are good examples of standard wartime airfield
structures. The flying club have done an excellent job in converting the original
lecture block into their clubhouse and restaurant. There are other similar
buildings on the site which could be refurbished over time to enhance the site.
An excellent source of information on the airfield buildings is
“Panshanger Aerodrome” by Michael Packham (ISBN 0 75243917 0)

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
The airfield provides an important social role in the local community, in an area
which has already lost a major airfield site with the closure of Hatfield
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
I feel that much of the airfield has been left to become overgrown over the years
and that a detailed investigation by specialist aviation archaeologists would
unearth long forgotten items and structures of historical significance. The North
side of the airfield is barely disturbed by anyone these days, but this was once a
hive of activity in it’s RAF days. I remember the first time I visited, back in the
1960’s, walking in the wooded area close to the entrance drive and coming
across the wing of an aircraft dumped in the undergrowth. Although this area
has since been cleared, there are other parts of the airfield which would be well
worth investigating.
Response Received from Paul Beaver
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am chairman of the Army Flying Association and an historic aeroplane pilot
who runs a Defence Heritage Consultancy as part of his Westminster-based
political advisory service. I have been the rapporteur on ex-military aircraft for
the Cabinet Office’s Red Tape Challenge and advised Bicester heritage on the
acquisition on the former RAF Bicester site.
As an historian and pilot, I relish the opportunity to visit historic airfields in the
United Kingdom and, although I understand the pressures on land use, having
been a Chartered Surveyor in a former life, I firmly believe that such airfields
should be preserved and should thrive through a varied but linked land use. The
former RAF Panshanger is one of those airfields.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
I watched with horror as Old Sarum’s historic buildings were dismantled a
decade ago. The airfield heritage issue is not just about flying (and landing)
space, but also about the context of the airfield and many and varied uses. The
fact that recent history records the important role played by Panshanger during
the Second World and its even earlier existence is key and crucial to an
understanding of this country’s recent history – it is a matter of resource and
learning.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger is none a very few airfields available to private pilots within Greater
London. It is an amenity to that inclusive and multi-cultural grouping which
enjoys aviation and aeroplanes.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
There are specialist groups which have detailed knowledge and are better
placed to comment. I would advise that Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP, Minister of
State at the Cabinet Office flies from Panshanger.

Response Received from Laurie Brown
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
Private owner of three light aircraft, 1 dh 82A Tiger moth restored to WW2
configuration. J5 G Auster restored to original 1955 condition.
J5 G Auster Bushmaster a unique aircraft a one off rebuilt to special
specifications in 1959 by Kingsford Smith Air services.
My family and I hold a deep interest in the aviation history in Great Britain and
are planning to tour these sites.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
As at a time when the world is rapidly changing. one time renown industrial
countries like Great Britain are now no longer relevant in that field. and so with a
deep history in past world events it is in England’s future financial interest to
capitalise on relics of bygone ages.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
The second world war affected many countries that came as they did in the First
world war to Britain’s aid; Time has not diminished the memory of these events
in those countries. in fact it has in most cases enhanced it, you may have
noticed the ever increasing number of Australian and New Zealand visitors to
Gallipoli each year or the number of people touring the Rhine or Danube rivers.
How many people would go to England to see the Bristol Brabazon and the
Saunders- Roe flying boat and other gone for ever relics of the past, as they do
in other parts of the world that haven’t suffered the touch of the get rich
developer.
You do not know what you have had, until its gone, relics of history is of a time
and money can never reproduce it.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
History

Response Received from John Beattie
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I have enjoyed the atmosphere provided there many times, as a lively and
pleasant airfield when visiting in my aeroplane.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
The site is steeped in our aviation history, being a DeHavilland field originally,
satisfying a need when our country was at war. We have lost a vast amount of
this type of historically significant land over recent years to the unrelenting greed
of property developers.
There has to be a balance between filling every convenient piece of land with
cheap housing so that developers can make easy money, against preserving
some of the green and pleasant land for other pursuits. Aviation is such a
pursuit but slowly the number of airfields is dwindling. It is obviously cheaper for
a builder to build on a green field site than have to demolish old structures to
make way for new. However, in our tightly packed country there are numerous
areas which need that sort of development, in my view they should be
exhausted before any new green field sites are authorised for development.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
It serves a catchment area which has few other General Aviation airfields left,
yet there are an increasing number of people enjoying this activity. In addition to
people who actually fly, there are numerous who love to watch and be around
aeroplanes, use the restaurant facilities etc.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
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Response Received from David Wilkinson
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am a member of the South Australian Aviation Museum and the Civil Aviation
Historical Society S.A. but also a DHAeTS student 1948-1953.
When a young lad, cycling all over the area during the early war period, I used to
visit Panshanger from along the banks of the Mimram stream. Over the field,
along the edge of the wood were wooden replicas of Blenheims in a straight row.
These were dummy aircraft intending to fool the enemy as a target instead of DH
Hatfield where the war effort was going full steam. It pretty well worked!
David Wilkinson.
Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
As a student of aeronautics just after the war, I was ‘posted’ to the Anson
Hangar to learn the ‘ART’ of Maintenance for 3 months in 1950. It was
invaluable towards my overall training and subsequent acquisition of MRAeS,
Ch.Eng. and Eur.Eng. qualifications.
David Wilkinson.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words

Response Received from John Holmes-Walker
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
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Maximum of 150 words
I am an ex de Havilland Hatfield apprentice and spent a lot of time in my youth
at Panshanger. During WW2 the airfield was built as a decoy to divert German
bombers from the factory in Hatfield. I took flying lessons at Panshanger and
regularly visit the airfield to watch and enjoy the flying displays with my
grandsons. It is a delightful setting. The staff at the airfield are very friendly and
enthusiastic. We would all miss it if the airfield were to close.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Many of the hangers and buildings date back to WW2. I believe one or more of
the buildings is scheduled as of historic interest. The site itself used as a decoy
airfield and its subsequent use as an assembly site for DH Tiger Moths and,
later, DHC Chipmunks is important.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/ value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
As one of the few remaining airfields with a grass runway which can be used by
all types of light and medium weight aircraft is important. It’s history and its
association with the de Havilland Aircraft company is very significant

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
I don’t have any information myself, but I believe British Aerospace which took
over the operation of the de Havilland company in the early 1970s (at that time
called Hawker de Havilland) should be able to give you the full history of
Panshanger
Response Received from David Reid
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
My interest is as a private aircraft owner/pilot. There are few airfields close to
London, which can easily be accessed from East Anglia, where I am based.
Panshanger is useful for visiting relatives who are close by.
It is one of the most friendly, well-run and pleasant airfields in the country.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Michael Packhams’ book, ‘Panshanger Aerodrome’ provides all information on
the A, A & H value of this airfield. My vintage aeroplane features on the front
cover photo of the book. It was based there with the London Aeroplane Club and
the aerodrome holds a particular historical interest for me.
Panshanger Aerodrome (Holwell Hyde) was operated by the de Havilland
Aircraft Company during and after the Second World War. The site was used to
create a decoy aircraft factory in 1940 in order to divert attention from the main
works at Hatfield.
Some years ago half the aerodrome was sold for a housing development. Now
the other half is being threatened for the same purpose.
If Panshanger Aerodrome and its surviving historical buildings and facilities were
to be lost it would be a savage blow to many due to their broad range of
interests in the site.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be
prepared to share that information?

Question 4
Maximum of 300 words

Response Received from Ken Broomfield
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am part of a growing number of people that have taken to the sky as a means
of aerial tourism. Such places are paramount to enable this to happen, even if
only as a place to stop to rest and re- fuel, just as is a motorway services for
travellers by road.
Aerial travel carries more responsibility, and is further complicated by the British
weather pattern. In general, if a storm or low cloud appears, then flight must be
terminated, and a reasonable number of Airfields must be available, and without
too many restrictions as is sometimes the case, on the number of landings
permitted by the local Council.
Fuel uplift and strict rules that govern the fuel installation itself means that
Aviation fuel is only available at Airfields with some commercial element, such
as Panshanger.
No new Airfields will be created, only lost
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Others will tell of the History and the connection with De Havilland.
A blue plaque on a wall is no substitute in being able to see and take in the
atmosphere of the actual Airfield and hangar. As an asset to the local
community, it should be cherished, not only for the present, but for future
generations who may be more compassionate towards their roots and history.
It is all too easy for someone in high office to grab land and plead a desperate
need for more houses. Open space, especially that with a significant historical
pedigree, and one that continues that original use together with providing
employment and interest, and is an important facility within a network of similar
facilities. The more an area becomes build up, the greater is the need to
preserve established Airfields within it. Far more houses could be built around
the perimeter of a Town due to the length of the circumference, than to build
over a green field within it. Simple mathematics. Agricultural land has little
history.
No one would dare consider building on historic parks within London.
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
As an owner and operator of a small private Airfield, and a Parish Councillor, I
am aware of the pressures on both sides.
In our local plan, Public and Private open spaces have special mention, and
they can be protected especially if linked to Sport, and to a lesser degree,
Wildlife.
Sport has usually referred to team games, but with my recent communication
with Sport England, who confirmed in no uncertain terms, that elements of light
Aviation such as Gliding, Parachuting, Air Racing and aerobatics ARE
recognised sporting activities, and would be supported and protected in the
same way as Sports fields are.
It would be unlikely that a Council could now provide a suitable site for a new
Airfield, and so the loss of one such as Panshangar would be an irreversable
act, and impossible to rectify in the future.
It has been shown that the green space would have a beneficial effect on the
communities well- being, and helps to break up huge areas of repetitive houses.
It provides tranquillity, space for wildlife, fresh air and greenness. An important
factor to induce tranquillity.
What must also be considered is Panshangar’s position within the controlled
airspace system, which has taken account of the airspace utilisation as a whole,
and the needs of both scheduled flight and general aviation.
Compare this with the railway network, and the need and placement of railway
stations. They are where the communities are.
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
In the 1920’s, Sir Alan Cobham toured the country at the invitation of local
forward thinking Councils, to Survey suitable sites for airfields (in my locality,
Elmdon, now Birmingham International) At the time, it was important to do so, or
be left behind.
This legacy should not be brushed aside. Housing may be a pressure now, but
there are other options if the Council were to look. It is usually other pressure
groups, or financial gain that sways opinion, not common sense or foresight.
It is sad to say that these so-called consultation documents only arise in an
attempt to show that the process has been carried out in a democratic way.
Quite often the decision has already been made. Other pressures from
Government will be blamed, and it would be announced that “ regrettably the
airfield has to be developed” and that “no other option is available”
This is not acceptable, especially when due regard has not been taken on the
overall effect on the Aviation infrastructure. An important feature in the
Governments strategy on economic growth, and purposely promoted in the
Governments advice on safeguarding and assisting with both the growth and
protection of Aerodromes and small Airfields.
With the growth of the large Airports, facilities like Panshanger have to
accommodate those displaced from the Airports. Emergency services, training,
sport and recreation, small business users and even museum and heritage
groups together with maintenance and facilities for visitors. Both by air and road.
It must be regarded in the same light as other infrastructure hubs.
Rail, Road, Water and Air all need terminals, stations, hubs, docks. Look at all of
them and note how they are interlinked and perform a defined yet integrated
service. As a wheel, then remove a spoke and the wheel will collapse.
Panshanger is part of that wheel.
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Response Received from the Rural Flying Corps
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
These responses represent the views of the Rural Flying Corps based at Bourn
airfield Cambridgeshire.
As we are a flight training organisation, the more airfields that close the more
difficult it becomes to find a suitable airfield to send our student pilots to.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Panshanger airfield is historically significant due to it’s role in the aviation
heritage in this country both in the civilian and military aviation fields.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
Unfortunately we don’t have any relevant information.
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Response Received from Yvonne Truman
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I am a current private pilot flying for over 45 years, and I am part of the 99's
International Women's Organisation which was started by Amelia Earhart in
1927. I am also a Liveryman of the City of London and the Guild of Air Pilots. I
have lived in Hatfield all my life and worked at De Havilland Aircraft Company for
12 years, ending up as Personal Assistant to the Chief Test Pilot, Mr John
Cunningham. Panshanger in the past has represented the spirit of aviation, used
by myself many times as a flying and social pilot, also De Havilland Aircraft Co
used Panshanger. Its a heritage site and should be kept as such.

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Historical significance- it probably helped save the War - being the offshoot
from Hatfield Aircraft Company, it was a decoy for the enemy to steer away
from bombing the manufacturing of the Mosquito, amongst other much need
fighter aircraft. This is of wonderful historical value to our future generation many lives were saved by having this decoy to fool the enemy.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
As an airfield for training aviators in the area, this is a much needed facility,
take it away for what reason? Let's get our values right in a much
depreciating valued society, let's give our future children and their generation
a background to this part of South East England which has so much historical
background to offer. Lets NOT forget our history.
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Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
Well as a current pilot I cannot bear to think of saying goodbye to an airfield
which has supported the area through such hard times. This should remain a
loyal reminder to the past. Whilst Atkins might be keen to move forward in their
line of business, doing this at the expense of an historical and loyal field is
sacrilege to my way of thinking.

Response Received from John Berger
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words
I trained as an apprentice at de Havilland Hatfield in the period 1953-58. I now
regret that I was unable to afford to train for a PPL through de Havilland's
auspices, which I could have done at the subsidized cost of 10/- (shillings) an
hour. Sadly that was exactly a quarter of my weekly wage and thus
unsustainable. Nonetheless, I managed to beg and manoeuvre a significant
number of flights with friends and acquaintances from Panshanger (while living
in Welwyn Garden City) in a variety of aircraft based there- the first noncommercial flight I had from there was in a Tiger Moth (a powerful reason for
now being a member of the Moth Club).
I have a strong sentimental attachment to the airfield and would feel its demise
as a personal loss, quite apart from the enormous loss it would be for the whole
light aircraft world - which is in danger of being lost forever in a forest of
legislation, without the assistance of profit oriented 'commercial' development.
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Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
Every aircraft now flying owes its very existence to the enthusiasm and courage
of the early aviators, most of them working empirically when errors of judgement
meant at least rebuilding and often fatal danger. An integral part of that amazing
(and amazingly swift) development was the generosity or commercial interest of
farmers and landowners in allowing these pioneers access to flat, grass,
otherwise empty fields. Hundreds of these became airfields in the truest sense
of the word. Those that remain to this day are a rapidly diminishing number and
the few that have survived thus far need the highest, strongest, protection that
can be provided - not just for my sentimental reasons but, to quote your
question, the archaeological information they represent, the architectural
heritage the remaining buildings hold, and the very real historical significance
that they all have. Not least, of course, in the case of Panshanger as a working
airfield, they are also continuing to provide a functional resource which is
keeping alive an extremely important set of skills in both flying and engineering.

Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words
I am quite sure that the airfield is of considerable 'interest' and value because of
the significant amount of profit the developers of the land could accrue by
demolishing the buildings and covering the area with 'dwellings'. I am equally
sure that those developers regard the archaeological, architectural and historic
significance of the site as entirely worthless. I beg to disagree.

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
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Anonymous Response Received By Post
Question 1
Please could you provide details of your interest in the site or that of the organisation you
represent?
Maximum of 150 words

Question 2
What do you consider is of Archaeological, Architectural and Historic significance
(interest/value) about the airfield and/or its component buildings and structures and why?
Maximum of 300 words
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Question 3
Please state any other reasons why the airfield is of significance (interest/value) and
why?
Maximum of 300 words

Question 4
Are you aware of or have access to information that you think is important to
understanding/explaining what is significant about the airfield? Would you be prepared to
share that information?
Maximum of 300 words
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Appendix D. Historic Mapping

Figure 1.

1877 OS Map showing Panshanger as agricultural landscape

Figure 2.
1944 RAF Record Site Plan, clearly showing the fully developed North and
South Sites
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Figure 3.

Welwyn Garden City Development Master plan, 1949

Figure 4.

1960 OS Map, showing the airfield
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

1981 OS Map, showing the spread of Welwyn Garden City towards the airfield

2010 aerial photograph of Panshanger Airfield, showing the encroachment of
housing across the airfield site
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Appendix E. Site Photographs
E.1.

Historic Site Photographs

Figure 7.

Plate E.1.1 – The Decoy Factory Site, 1941

Figure 8.

Plate E.1.2 – The North Site, 1947
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Figure 9.

Plate E.1.3 – The South Site, 1950

Figure 10.

Plate E.1.4 – Panshanger Airfied, c1950
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Figure 11.

E.2.

Plate E.1.5 – The command tower and administrative block, photographed in
1977 (Block now demolished)

Site Photographs June 2013

Figure 12.

Plate E.2.1 – Mess/Boiler Room
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Figure 13.

Plate E.2.2- Barrack Huts

Figure 14.

Plate E.2.3- Blister Hanger 'B' Flight (32)
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Figure 15.

Plate E.2.4 – Blister Hanger ‘L’ Flight

Figure 16.

Plate E.2.5 – Petrol Installation Plant
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Figure 17.

Plate E.2.6 – Fire Pool Hut

Figure 18.

Plate E.2.7 – Blister Hanger 41 (taken from Blister Hanger 46)
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Figure 19. Plate E.2.8 – Interior of Blister Hanger 41, with Blister Hanger 46 in the
background

Figure 20.

Plate E.2.9 – Cinema Block
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Figure 21.

Plate E.2.10 – Lecture block (now in use as cafe and offices)

Figure 22.

Plate E.2.11 – Link Trainer Block
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Figure 23.

Plate E.2.12 – Blast shelter, with later roofed addition
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Appendix F. Glossary of Terms
Ab Initio

The very first stage of flight training

AOP

Army Observation Post

ATA

Air Transport Auxiliary

Auster

British Aircraft Manufacturer (produced light observation aircraft in WWII)

E&RFTS

Elementary & Reserve Training School

EFTS

Elementary Flying Training School

FTS

Flying Training School

HM

His Majesty

IE

Initial Equipment

IR

In Reserve

Kg

Kilogram

Laing Huts

A prefabricated hut made from plasterboard and timber composite

Link Trainer

An early form of flight simulator used in pilot training

MT

Motor Transport

N

North

NE

North-East

ORB

Operations Record Book

RAF

Royal Air Force

RLG

Relief Landing Ground

S

South

SFTS

Service Flying Training School

SW

South-West

Starfish Sites

Large scale night-time decoy sites designed to simulate a fire bombed town.
They were originally called "Special Fire" or "SF sites".

Starfish Bunker
starfish site

A bunker used to house the control room and generators used to power a

T2

T2 Teesside Type 2 Hanger

WWII

World War Two

YMCA

Young Man’s Christian Association
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Appendix G. Field Recording Notes
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Figure 24.

Field Record Plan

This Figure is based on 1944 RAF Record Site
Plan, Figure D.2.
The numbering in the field record notes which
follow, are also taken from the 1944 RAF
Record Site Plan.
Where structures postdate the 1944 plan, they
are not numbered. Where structures numbered
on the plan are not included in the field record
notes this is because access was not possible
or no remains where identifiable.
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Structure
Number
( see f igure G . 1)
Site: Holwell Hyde
Decoy Site (dispersed
approx. 800 yards
from the target)
Title: Decoy Site
Control Room
Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: No, but
dummy factory yes
Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
10-07-13

Description
Single-storey bunker like-building of standard
type design generally found on early special fire
(Starfish) Sites – although this version is the
larger one of two similar designs. The building
was constructed after April and completed before
September 1940. It was probably in use until the
spring of 1942. External walls are brick (18 in)
with single north-west facing centrally located
brick-lined entrance through an earth traversed
bank that surrounds the building - access is not
possible. The roof is constructed in 6 inch
concrete slab.
It functioned as the control room and generator
house for the decoy factory and essentially
contained one or more diesel generator sets,
providing electric current to the lighting system and
electrically operated ‘fires’ and smoke generator in
the mock boiler house. There is one other room
functioning as the control room. It is located
outside the target area of the dummy factory,
adjacent to Green Lane within Blackthorn Wood.
Other features include expansion chambers
(exhaust silencers) close by and the exhaust hole
(the stack is missing) for the diesel engine(s) in the
north-east elevation. It was manned by civilian
staff, working for the de Havilland Aircraft Co Ltd
under Air Ministry control. The building itself has a
footprint of 29 ft

Condition/Integrity
Good – the external walls survives in good
condition although there is at least one vertical
crack. No access to the interior was possible.
The view below shows the exhaust silencer in
the foreground looking towards the bunker.

Group Value
It was the only
permanent building
associated with the
decoy factory
The factory was
demolished in 1942
and the control room
is a remarkable
survivor.

9 in by 13 ft 4 in.
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NGR:
T L 2 6 56 1 1 2 0 4 6

expansion chambers (exhaust silencers) close
by and the exhaust hole (the stack is missing) for
the diesel engine(s) in the north-east elevation. It
was manned by civilian staff, working for the de
Havilland Aircraft Co Ltd under Air Ministry
control. The building itself has a footprint of 29 ft
9 in by 13 ft 4 in.

Structure #: 1

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Guard House

Single-storey temporary brick construction
(unrendered fair face) with half-brick walls and
external piers supporting 18 ft span steel roof
trusses carrying steel purlins and corrugated
asbestos sheeting (only fragments remain).
Windows are Crittall style multi-pane casements.

Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis &
Ewan Harrison

Condition/Integrity
Poor – as the building is largely
roofless, though the walls seem to be
holding up well.

Group Value
It is close to and is
associated with the Link
trainer building.

There are two rooms (18 by 19 ft 10 and 18 by 9
ft 9 in), with floor level sliding hatches in the
dividing wall (function unknown). There are
central heating pipes, heating provided by the
adjacent Link trainer building.
There is a road on the west side that is the main
entrance road to the north site. Believed
constructed c.1942.

Survey Date:
03-07-13
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NGR:
T L 2 7 18 9 1 3 3 4 4
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Structure # : 2
Site: Panshanger
Airfield
North

Description
Concrete floor slab visible and hollow ceramic wall blocks.
Originally a Nissen hut but has since been demolished –
there are a number of Nissen hoops visible in the vicinity.

Condition/Integrity
Very poor – only
fragmentary survival.

Group Value
Associated with the
adjacent
Link trainer (3) and the
guard house (1).

Title: Link Trainer Store

Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo Record:
No
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Survey
HarrisonDate:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27176 13348

No image available
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Structure # : 3
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North

Title: Link Trainer

Drawing #: 2458/42

Description
Single storey temporary brick construction
(unrendered fair face) with external brick piers
supporting, 18 ft span steel trusses carrying
purlins clad with corrugated asbestos sheeting.
External walls were dry-lined inside.
It consists of a single Link trainer room (25 ft by
18 ft) and a boiler room annexe. Entrance is
through an external black out porch with
double-width doors. Fittings include central
heating pipes. This is the first Link trainer
building constructed at Panshanger.

Condition/Integrity
Poor – walls still largely in place,
internal arrangements still visible but
the roof has partially collapsed.

Group Value
Good – good relationship
with guard hut (1) and the
aviation petrol installation
(4), though association
with other parts of the site
hampered by heavy
vegetation growth.

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Survey Date:
Harrison
03-07-13
NGR:
TL 27172 13331
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Structure # : 4
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North

Title: Aviation Fuel
Installation
(4,000 gallons)
Drawing #:
Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Survey
HarrisonDate:
03-07-13
NGR:
T L 27153 13309

Description
This consists of two structures and a roadway. It is of
unique
design and is presumed to have been built c.1941
The main structure is a permanent brick-walled
(unrendered fair face) open compound which is aligned
N-S, narrow and long. It has a single protected entrance
which features a blast wall. The west wall is partly a
retaining wall with angled brickwork supporting a
traversed earth bank, while the east wall is a normal
vertical wall. The rear (N) wall is also vertical and outside
it is very tall on account of an access road that terminates
at the wall is sunken by around 3 ft. Inside the compound
is an almost full length (22 ft) steel sheet elliptical tank (7
ft max diameter), supported on girders and raised on
brick piers. There is also a hose pipe, valve gear and
pipework. Walls are 18 in sold brick around 8 ft high at
the shallow end.

Condition/Integrity
Good – structurally good, though
the tank is heavily corroded. The
surrounding landscape has
changed significantly and it is not
easy to navigate around the
structures.

Group Value
Good – but setting
much impaired by
vegetation growth,
some relationship with
ruined blister hangars
and it is associated
with the perimeter
track which would have
been used by the RAF
tanker fleet.
It forms a very
interesting collection of
structures and requires
further investigation
and understanding.

The other structure is a temporary brick pump house which
is partly built against the blast wall at the southern end. It
has a single pitch corrugated asbestos roof carried on
timber purlins. Inside there is a concrete plinth and part of
the pump. It is here that the RAF tankers and/or a
Brockhouse 900 gallon trailer were filled up with aviation
petrol. The tanker would then
make its way along the perimeter track to refuel the
dispersed
aircraft.
The sunken dedicated road has a dwarf wall (13 in thick)
perimeter and it is presumed that, as it is lower than the
surrounding area, this might be to do with offloading the
petrol from the oil company so that the pipework and
hoses line up with those on the tanker. It is connected to
the main access road to north site. The road does not
appear on a BAE 1947 photo, and the offloading area
appears to be via a hardstanding against the wall.
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Structure # : 6

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North

The coke compound is almost completely hidden by trees
and bushes – it is difficult to get to, but it remains intact and
appears to be in good condition. It consists of a brick
(unrendered fair face) compound with dwarf half-brick walls
Title: Coke Compound and internal 13 in piers at 3 ft centres arranged in a
rectangular planform of roughly 30 by 50 ft.

Drawing #:1033/41

Condition/Integrity
Good – though access is
not possible owing to the
bushes and brambles.

Group Value
Good – it would have
supplied coal to all of
the buildings on north
site

It is presumed to have been built c.1941, and used to
have a timber shed at one end but this is now missing.

Historic Photo
Record:
No
Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
04-07-13

NGR:
T L 27158 13265

No image available
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Structure # : 10
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South

Title: ‘B’ Flight Store

Description
This is a small temporary brick, squareshaped structure with single Crittall style
multi-pane casement window. It has a
single pitch roof.

Condition/Integrity
Medium – the building is difficult to
view owing to a tree canopy and
bushes.

Group Value
Some relationship with
others in group,
hampered by poor state
of survival.

Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: No
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Survey
HarrisonDate:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27178 13202
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Structure # : 11
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: ‘B’ Flight Locker
Room
Drawing #: Unknown

Description
Concrete slab floor in place; no upstanding remains.

Condition/Integrity
Very poor.

Group Value
Some relationship with
others in group, but
hampered by poor state
of survival.

Historic Photo
Record:
No
Surveyor:
Ewan Harrison

Survey Date:
03-07-13
No image available
NGR:
T L 27155 132 25
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Structure # : 12
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Fire Pool Hut

Description

Small single-storey temporary brick hut with
internal piers supporting single pitch
corrugated iron roof carried on wooden
purlins. The main entrance has a concrete
Drawing #: Unknown access ramp and double- width doors.
Presumed built c.1941.

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good but
derelict condition.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
line the road leading to the
domestic and administrative
northern grouping of the
airfield.

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27204 13206
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Structure # : 14 & 5

Description

Site: Panshanger Airfield Both of these are small single-storey
North
temporary brick latrine blocks with internal
Title: Latrine Blocks
partitions. Building 14 is without a roof and
building 5 is completely hidden and almost
Drawing #: 9026/41
impossible to access. It is presumed that both
were built c.1941.

Condition/Integrity
Poor – extremely difficult to view.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
line the road leading to the
domestic and
administrative northern
grouping of the airfield.

Historic Photo Record:
No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27214 13208 (
14)
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Structure # : 15
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: ‘B’ Flight Hut
Drawing #: Unknown

Description
This was originally a 16ft by 60 ft Laing hut but only the floor
slab remains, as well as a brick-built fireplace and chimney
stack. Presumed built c.1941

Condition/Integrity
Very poor – only
fragmentary
remains.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
line the road leading to the
domestic and
administrative northern
grouping of the airfield.

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE
Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
04-07-13

NGR:
T L 27203 13196
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Structure # : 16
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: MT Shed

Description

Temporary brick built square-shaped (28 ft by
27 ft) motor transport shed of two bays,
constructed of substantial brick piers
supporting a concrete lintel beam above the
Drawing #: Unknown two main garage bay openings (these are 12
ft wide and 10 ft high).
The remaining external walls are 4.5 in brick
with
Historic Photo
piers. One half has a maintenance pit. The
Record: Yes
roof is a steel truss clad with corrugated
BAE
asbestos sheeting. Presumed built c.1941

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is structurally sound.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
line the road leading to
the domestic and
administrative northern
grouping of the airfield.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
04-07-13

NGR:
T L 27224 13204
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Structure # : 17

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Clothing Store

Whitlock hut (16 ft by 36 ft), constructed of
a similar timber frame and collar truss as
the Laing hut but it is clad with weather
boarding

Drawing #: Unknown

Condition/Integrity
Poor – the building is in danger of collapse.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
line the road leading to
the domestic and
administrative northern
grouping of the airfield.

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27251 13193
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Structure # : 18
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North

Title: Dining Room &
Kitchen

Drawing # 1032/41

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE
Author: Paul Francis
Ewan Harrison

Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27251 13193

Description
Single storey, ‘H’-shaped block, with central
portion serving as kitchen with two
projecting wings forming dining halls (one
for staff and the other larger one for officer
pupils). Constructed c.1941.
The wings are standard Laing huts,
constructed of timber, with Crittall-style
multi-pane casement windows. The walls
were originally clad with felt and
plasterboard but some have been over clad
with hy-rib sheeting and rendered with
roughcast concrete. The roofs are
corrugated asbestos sheeting.
The central block is part brick, part Laing and
this originally functioned as the kitchen and
staff block. There is a central kitchen
dominated by two 6 ft long back-to-back
ranges with associated pipework and
chimney stacks. All internal walls are original
and feature original cream and green paint
scheme – doors are original and some of
these have stencilled room names. There are
food preparation rooms, rest rooms and a
larder. Outside there are kitchen outbuildings
and latrines built in temporary brick.

Condition/Integrity
Medium – though part of the building
has been converted to domestic use
and the remainder of the exterior fabric
is in poor condition.

Group Value
High value – forms a
central component of the
cohesive group to the
north of the site. The
presence of the ranges,
internal colour scheme as
well as other original
fitting such as pipework,
sinks and light fittings etc
is exceptional. Laing huts
by their very nature are
flimsy structures and
hence this represents a
rare survival in 2013.

Block to the north consists of two Laing huts
separated by a central entrance (N), now
converted to domestic use, while the south
wing is a single Laing hut used as storage.
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Structure # : 20
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Baths &
Ablution
Block
Drawing #: PR188

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE

Description
Temporary brick (fair face unrendered)
single storey with external piers
supporting 18 ft span steel trusses. There
are two rooms (18 by
39 ft and 18 by 7 ft 4in) and a boiler room
with chimney stack. It is now used as a
workshop and a store. Two vehicle
inspection pits have been dug out of the
floor slab.

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

Good – but has been externally altered for
its present use.

Medium – forms part of a
group of structures which
are part of the domestic
northern grouping of the
airfield.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27298 13247
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Structure #: 21

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Latrines

Temporary brick (fair face unrendered), single
storey with narrow metal framed windows with
concrete lintels, original timber doors,
corrugated asbestos roof.

Drawing #: PR 188

The front elevation has a metal handrail
running along most of its length which may or
may not be associated with gas
decontamination (to guide a person into the
building who is partially blind from the effects
of the mustard gas).

Historic Photo
Record: No

Condition/Integrity
Very good

Group Value
Medium – forms part of
a group of structures
which are part of the
domestic northern
grouping of the airfield.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27344 13227
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Structure # : 22

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Destructor

The destructor house is a brick built (fair face
unrendered), windowless single-storey
structure with a chimney stack. It housed an
incinerator but is now used as a store.

Drawing #: Unknown

It is associated with an adjacent sewage
disposal works (31) which is demolished. It is
presumed that sewage is now removed from
the site via a steel pipe which runs alongside
the boundary opposite the destructor house and
which is supported on brick piers.

Historic Photo
Record: No

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good condition.

Group Value
Medium – forms part of
a group of structures
which are part of the
domestic northern
grouping of the airfield.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27361 13225
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Structure # : 32
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: ‘B’ Flight Blister
Hangar
Drawing #: 12532/41

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE & ARG
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27385 13162

Description
Standard Miskins steel all-welded steel
ribs bolted together to create a 69 ft span
blister hangar – this is an extra over
version and therefore is the larger of the
three Miskins blister hangar types of
WWII.
It has been extended by 3 bays at both ends
– this is indicated by two sets of wind bracing
bays at either end. The inner sets are
inboard by 3 bays which normally would
been the outer bays of the original hangar
and these would have had curtains at either
end. It is presumed that the extra 6 bays
represents a complete hangar that has been
removed from somewhere else on the airfield
(the extra bays include the outer braced
bays.

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building appears to be in
good condition, except for the rear wall
which is structurally unsound.

Condition/Integrity
Good – it forms an important
part of and graphically
illustrates the dispersed
nature of the original Holwell
Hyde aerodrome (which is in
complete contrast to the later
development on the southern
side).
Blister hangars are now
becoming rare structures
(as many were removed
after the end of WWII)

A 9 in brick wall with external piers has been
added to the north elevation which has a
series of Crittall style windows. The steel
lattice arches are at 7 ft 6 in centres – the
apron at the southern end of the hangar has
been extended forward. It is clad with
corrugated iron which has helped to preserve
the structure
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Structure #: 33 ,
34 & 35
Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: Aviation Petrol
Installation
Lubricating Oil &
MT Petrol Installation
Drawing #:Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: No
& ARG
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
04-07-13

NGR:
T L 27431 13129

Description
This is a compact site of three different
installations accessed via a dedicated road
from the perimeter track. It consists of two
buried
12,000 gallon tanks, pipework, stop valves
carried on brick piers (although most of
this is now lying in the undergrowth) and
part of a Hammond dispensing pump for
MT petrol.

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

Medium – the pump house is in good
condition, but the other elements are
poor, although there is plenty of
archaeology here and scope for further
exploration.

Medium – forms part of a
group of structures associated
with the refuelling of aircraft
and MT vehicles, while
incomplete, enough survives
to get a clear picture of the
various functions of the
surviving elements.

It is unclear whether the two 500 gallon
lubricating oil tanks and two 500 gallon MT
petrol tanks are underground, but in the
1980s at least one of these was surface
mounted, but is now missing.
The other structure associated with this
group is a square-shaped single-storey brick
pump
house. It is constructed of solid 9 in fair face
unrendered brick with a concrete slab roof.
There are no windows but it is vented top
and bottom. Inside there is a concrete slab
minus its pumping plant. It is accessed
through a fire- proof steel door which is
extant. The internal measurements are 10 ft
by 10 ft.
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Structure # : N/ A & 36

Description

Site: Panshanger Airfield
North
Title: Perimeter Track &
Compass Base (36)
Drawing #: Unknown

The perimeter track connecting the
north and south site is 15 ft wide
constructed of concrete and was
toned down with thin coat of tarmac
(that is now worn).

Historic Photo Record:
Yes
BAE

From the south camp It follows the
eastern hedge line going in a
northerly direction before it changes
to a direction to link up with the
hangars and buildings to the west of
the southern part of the site. It was
built for motor vehicles, not aircraft
and would have been used primarily
by the station’s fuel tanker vehicles.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

Condition/Integrity
Medium – the track survives in good
condition but some of it is buried under
earth mounds. It
is difficult to see the compass platform owing
to brambles and other foliage but it is
presumed to survive.

Group Value
Medium – the track still
connects with both sites
and is part of the airfield
landscape.

Just after it changes direction, there
is a compass swinging base, and
while this survives, much of it is
covered in vegetation.

NGR:
T L 2 7 542 13087
(compass swinging
platform)
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Structure # : N/ A

Description

Condition/Integrity

Site: Panshanger
There are at least two surviving air-raid
Medium – it presumed that the structures
shelters on the north site, both are
are in reasonable condition, but close up
Airfield North
extremely
difficult
to
see,
but
they
look
like
inspection was not possible.
Title: Air-Raid Shelters
to be standard Stanton (or similar) arched
pre-fabricated concrete structures with
Drawing #: Unknown emergency exit at one end and a brick
entrance at the opposite end. They are
concealed by a covering of earth. Access
was not possible owing to bushes, brambles
and other foliage.
Historic Photo
Record: No

Group Value
Medium – they are part of the
northern group of buildings.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
10-07-13

NGR:
TL 27153 13258
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Structure # : 74 & N/ A

Description

Condition/Integrity

Site: Panshanger Airfield
North
Title: ‘L’ Flight Blister
Hangar and ‘New’ Blister
Hangar
Drawing #: Unknown

There are two crop marks or other
remains of two other blister hangars,
one of these is Building 74 and the
other is a
‘new’ blister hangar erected in 1950.

Very poor – Fragmentary remains only

Historic Photo Record:
Yes
BAE & ARG

Condition/Integrity
Very poor – owing to the
fragmentary nature of
the remains

Not much survives apart from some
timber fragments of building 74
which used to be a 45 ft span
wooden blister hangar. Nothing
remains of building 8 which was the
other 45 ft span blister hangar.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27309
13317 & T L
27108 13337
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Structure # : 75

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield North
Title: ‘L’ Flight Blister
Hangar
Drawing #: 12532/41

Standard Miskins steel all-welded steel
ribs bolted together to create a 69 ft
span blister hangar – this is an extra
over version and therefore is the larger
of the three Miskins blister hangar types
of WWII.

Historic Photo
Record: Yes
BAE & ARG

Condition/Integrity
Poor – the hangar is heavily corroded, with only
the steel trusses in place.

Group Value
Medium – it is part of the
northern group of
buildings.

It is a standard 6-bay version but has
lost its external cladding and curtains.
The first rib at either end has a curtain
rail and the front and rear has a semicircular-shaped concrete apron.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 2710 13300
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Structure #: 76 – 78
Site: Panshanger
Airfield
North
Title: Barrack Huts
Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo Record:
Yes
BAE

Description
There is a row of three standard-length
Laing huts that were constructed in
1950. They now feature hy-rib and
roughcast cement walls. The
dimensions are 16 ft span and 60 ft
long.

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

Medium to poor – two are derelict and in very
poor condition and one is in good condition
which is currently used as a dwelling.

Medium – they are part of
the northern set of buildings
although they were not
present in WWII.

They are subdivided into various
rooms with half-brick walls.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27294 13210
T L 27305 13214
T L 27316 13218
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Structure # : N/ A

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Blister Hangar

Located on the site of the WWII coke
compound (39) is a ‘blister hangar’ hybrid,
the date of construction being unknown. It
is nominally 5-bays wide but the bay
Drawing #: Unknown widths are of various dimensions implying
that this building was erected post-war by
someone with no knowledge of the
structure. The impression is that it had
Historic Photo
been erected from parts of a blister hangar
Record: Yes
located elsewhere.
BAE & ARG
The storage bays on either side are
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

missing, (hence its status as a hybrid). It
therefore finishes at the row of vertical
stanchions but still retains its 69 ft span.
Hence it is part of a
69 ft span blister hangar with an opening
at one end only, and is fully clad with
corrugated iron sheeting.

NGR:
T L 27619 12828

The building has been recently closed
by an earth mound being placed across
its main door opening. It contains a pile
of wooden members from a timber
blister hangar

Condition/Integrity
Good – despite its hybrid nature, the
building is in good condition.

Group Val ue
Medium – it is part of the
south side group of buildings
but its history is unknown.
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Structure # : 41
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Blister Hangar

Description

Located in front of a large concrete apron, is a
standard extra over blister hangar (69 ft) but is
15- bays long, (2.5 hangars), joined together
as one building.
Drawing #: Unknown It was originally 12-bays (two hangars) but has
had three extra bays added to the front
elevation and these have encroached onto the
concrete apron – this modification was
completed by March 1950. The rear (east) end
Historic Photo
Record: Yes BAE
is in-filled with temporary brick and is glazed
& ARG
with Crittall-style windows. There is a
manufacturer’s plate but only a part of it is
legible; it was constructed in July 1942.
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good condition

Group Value
Good – it is part of the
original south side group
of buildings

NGR:
T L 27602 12796
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Structure # : 46
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Blister Hangar

Description

Located in front of a large concrete apron, is a
standard extra-over blister hangar (69 ft), 12bays long, (two hangars), joined together as
one building.
Drawing #: 12532/41 The rear has a full width temporary brick (built
& 9164/42
with external piers) workshop and store annexe
(18 ft span). It has a pitched roof clad with
corrugated asbestos sheeting. Each of these
Historic Photo
rooms has steel fire doors where they open out
Record: Yes BAE
into the hangar.
& ARG
The hangar is naturally lit from a series of
windows
above the workshop annexe.
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
Along the front of the hangar is a curtain rail
& Ewan
and the winding mechanism with cable is also
Harrison
extant.
Survey Date:
03-07-13

Condition/Integrity
Fair – The building is generally in good
condition, though a large section of the
roof cladding is missing.

Group Value
Good – it is part of the
original south side group
of buildings.

NGR:
T L 27602 12796
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Structure # : V arious
Site: Panshanger Airfield
South
Title: South Side Floor
Slabs
Drawing #: N/A

Historic Photo Record:
Yes BAE & ARG

Description
Unfortunately the following buildings only survive
as concrete floor slabs:

Condition/Integrity
Poor – fragmentary

(50) Blister hangar
(53) Staff rest
room (55) Sick
quarters
(58) Instructor’s rest & locker room
(59 / 60) Administration & control tower
(64) Library

Condition/Integrity
Medium – the locations
are evident via Google
Earth but only as floor
slabs.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis

Survey Date:
11-07-13
NGR
:

No image available

T L 27501 12819
( 50) T L 27480
12787 ( 55) T L
27484 12812 (
57) T L
27469
12803 ( 58)
T L 27443 12792 ( 59
/ 60 )
T L 27387 12713
( 64)
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Structure # : 61
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Sub-Station

Description
Main inlet sub-station for the south site
constructed c.1943. It consists of a small narrow
brick shelter with a concrete slab roof and a
walled compound.

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good condition
and is still used for its original purpose.

Group Value
Good it is part of the
original south side group
of buildings.

Drawing #:
Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27421 12756
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Structure # : 62
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Latrines

Description
Temporary brick latrine block (fair face
unrendered)
with single pitch corrugated asbestos roof

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good condition
and is still used as a toilet block.

Group Val ue
Good – it is part of the
original south side group
of buildings

Drawing #: 9026/41

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27411 12749
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Structure #: 63
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Link Trainer
Drawing #:
2458/42

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27413
12722

Description
Originally a 2- bay single-storey Link trainer
building but has been extended to include
another training room – each one is independent
from its neighbour with a dividing wall, although
access is possible to all three through a series of
internal doors.

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

Medium– the building is in fair condition as
Good – it is part of the
far as the exterior walls go but large sections original south side group
of the roof cladding are missing which has
of buildings
lowered its condition value.

It is a standard type design constructed of
cement rendered temporary brick external walls,
with external piers and having projecting
entrance black- out porches with double doors –
which is the main
access point to each of the rooms. The northern
porch
one has an attached boiler house annexe and
central heating pipes are in situ. The external
walls inside the training rooms are dry lined. The
roof is a series of 18 ft span steel trusses of two
different types as those in the extension at the
southern end are ‘U’-shaped in cross section
while the originals are angle-iron.
The drawing number for building 3 on the north
site and 63 are the same, but only 3 is cement
rendered.
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Structure # : 65
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Lecture Block

Description
The lecture block is a single-storey 28 ft
span temporary brick building with an ‘L’shaped plan form.

The rear wing (aligned N-S) is divided into two
Drawing #: Unknown lecture rooms separated by an entrance hall and
a projection room. Epidiascopes in the projection
room could be used simultaneously to project
images onto the walls of both class rooms. There
Historic Photo
is another demonstration or classroom at the
Record: Yes BAE
southern end. This part is derelict (28 ft by 80 ft)
Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

Good – the wing that is in use is in
good condition, the derelict one is fair
condition

Good – it is part of the
original south side group
of buildings it is
associated with the
adjacent Link trainer
block

The E-W wing is currently used by the flying club
and café, and in the absence of the original
building drawings it is difficult to know exactly
what its internal arrangement was like. (28 ft by
90 ft)

Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27385 12747
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Structure : N/ A
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: London Aero
plane Club Hangar
Drawing #: Unknown

Historic Photo
Record: Yes

Description
The London Aeroplane Club hangar is a
long narrow end opening building, erected
c.1959. It is a product of the Coseley
Buildings Ltd factory in Wolverhampton.

Condition/Integrity
Good – the building is in good condition.

Group Val ue
The building is part of
the civilian expansion of
the site, which includes
the T2 hangar.

It is a light weight portal frame building
consisting of tapered lattice stanchions and
a pitched roof of lattice girders clad with
curved eaves pieces and corrugated iron
sheeting to the roof and gable ends. The
side walls are 9 in brick, doors at either end
slide out into projecting door guides and
runners.

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
T L 27522 12835
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Structure #: N/ A
Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: T2 hangar
Drawing #: 3670/42

Historic Photo
Record: Yes

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27328 12790

Description

Condition/Integrity

Group Value

T2 hangar presumably a second-hand building
erected c.1959 for Airwork Services. It appears
to be a standard T2 (Teesside Type 2) with
similar dimensions to a WWII example but may
have been erected with doors able to open one
end only. T2s were the most common
transportable hangars erected in WWII.

Medium –the building requires a highlevel of maintenance, the doors at the
western end are in a dangerous
condition.

It was constructed in
1959 and therefore part
of the civilian expansion
of the aerodrome that
includes the London
Aeroplane Club’s
Coseley building.

It is a unit construction building with wall and
roof frames being built of similar units that are
interchangeable, and these are bolted together
to form the stanchions and roof girders – an
eaves piece unit connects them together.
It consists of 23-bays, with wall lattice
stanchions at 10 ft 5 in centres. Wall cladding
is corrugated iron sheeting. Doors in three
leaves open out on both side of one end into
projecting door gantries and runners set into
the concrete slab floor.
Span 113 ft 6 in by 239 ft 7 in long, clear height
is
25 ft.
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Structure #: N/A

Description

Site: Panshanger
Airfield South
Title: Blast Shelters

Three blast shelters are present inside Henry
Wood, they consist of brick walled open structures
(roughly in a cruciform shape) which are retaining
walls holding back earth traverses.

Condition/Integrity
Good – the structures are in good to fair
condition.

Group Value
Good – they are part of the
original south side group
of buildings

Drawing #: Unknown They had the combined function of blast shelter
and an airfield defence trench system.

Historic Photo
Record: No

Surveyor:
Paul Francis
& Ewan
Harrison
Survey Date:
03-07-13

NGR:
TL 27395 12706
T L 275 53 12755
T L 27632 12755

Blast Shelter
In the event of an air raid, anyone caught out in
the open could run towards a shelter and run up
the earth bank and drop down into the shelter,
crouching against the brick wall. The blast from
any near miss explosion would be directed
upwards by the earth bank over the shelter, thus
protecting anyone sheltering there.
Trench
In the event of an invasion and the station is
required to defend itself, then airmen could use
the shelter as a trench. Airmen would be armed
with rifles and grenades.
One of the shelters has a brick-built structure
added on top of the walls; this is not original and
may have been used during defence training
exercises as a battle headquarters.
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Appendix H. Listed Buildings within
1km of the Panshanger
DesigUID Grade Name
DHT2939

II

STABLES ABOUT 25 METRES EAST OF
BIRCHALL FARM HOUSE
BARN ABOUT 80 METRES NORTH EAST
OF MARDEN HILL HOUSE
BARN AND FORMER WHEEL HOUSE ABOUT 70 METRES WEST SOUTH
WEST
OF TEWINBURY FARM HOUSE
TEWINBURY FARM HOUSE
BEIT MEMORIAL ABOUT 25 METRES
WEST SOUTH WEST OF CHURCH OF ST PETER

DHT2942

II

DHT2943

II

DHT2944
DHT2945

II
II

DHT3006
DHT3007

II
II

WARRENGATE FARM HOUSE
GRIMSTON MEMORIAL AND RAILED
ENCLOSURE ABOUT 25 METRES EAST OF CHURCH OF ST PETER

DHT3009
DHT4372
DHT4389
DHT4430
DHT4477

II
II
II
II
II

BRIDGE OVER RIVER MIMRAM
THE COTTAGE
THE OLD RECTORY

DHT4813
DHT4836

I
II

DHT4869

II

DHT4874

II

DHT4876
DHT5197
DHT5208
DHT5223
DHT5225
DHT5247
DHT5612
DHT5608
DHT5610
DHT5636
DHT10921

II
II
II*
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

BARN ABOUT 20 METRES SOUTH WEST OF WARRENGATE FARM
HOUSE
CHURCH OF ST PETER
HA HA WALL ABOUT 65 METRES SOUTH
SOUTH WEST OF MARDEN HILL HOUSE
STATUE OF SPANIAL BELOW STEPS TO
SOUTH OF MARDEN HILL HOUSE
BARN ABOUT 35 METRES NORTH EAST
OF BIRCHALL FARM HOUSE
KEEPERS COTTAGE
COW SHEDS AND FORMER GRANARY
MARDEN
HOUSE,
SERVICE
BLOCK
ABOUT 20HILL
METRES
WEST
NORTH
WEST OF TEWINBURY FARM HOUSE
NURSEY
GARDENS WALL
AND ANNEXE
WALLED GARDENS ABOUT 30 METRES
STABLE
BUILDING
ABOUT
35 METRES
NORTH OF
MARDEN
HILL HOUSE
FORMER
STABLE
ABOUT 25 METRES
SOUTH WEST
OF TEWINBURY
FARM HOUSE
BIRCHALL
FARM
SOUTH EAST
OF HOUSE
THE OLD RECTORY
BARN ABOUT 100 METRES NORTH EAST
OCTAGONAL
STORE
ANDMIMRAM
WALL ABOUT
OF BRIDGE OVER
RIVER
CHURCHFIELD
ROAD,
WAR MEMORIAL
75 METRES EAST
OF MARDEN
HILL HOUSE
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Appendix I. Registered Parks and
Gardens
DesigUID

ID

Grade

Name

DHT1721
DHT1739

19
37

II
II*

Tewin Water
Panshanger
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Appendix J. Ancient Wood Land
ANC_WOOD_ ANC_WOOD_I ANC_WOOD

WOODTYPE

HECTARES

61

61
276

Ancient Replanted
Woodland
Ancient Semi-natural

5.03

276

Birchall Wood
(replanted)
Henry Wood

301

301

Home Wood, E of
Tewin

Woodland
Ancient Semi-natural
Woodland

10.81
9.71
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Appendix K. Historic Environment Record Monuments
Mon UID

Name

Record
Type

10162MHT

(QL TYPE)PROBABLY PART OF SITE OF C SERIES ,DECOY MON
SITE SHELTER PANSHANGER AERODROME ,DECOY

UNDERGROUND MILITARY QL SITE
,HEADQUARTERS

10164MHT

HOLWELL )PANSHANGER ,SITE OF M SERIES DUMMY
AIRCRAFT FACTORY AERODROME (DEHY

MILITARY ,AIRFIELD ,BOMBING DECOY

MON

Mon Type

AIRFIELD

10165MHT

PROBABLY PART OF ,DECOY SITE SHELTERS AND OTHER MON
STRUCTURES TO PANSHANGER .ADJ ,HENRY WOOD ,RAF
AIRFIELD QF DECOY SITE AERODROME

QF SITE

10213MHT

RDBURYHERTINGFO ,CROPMARK OF AN ENCLOSURE

MON

LINEAR FEATURE ,SQUARE ENCLOSURE

2813MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARKS OF LINEAR DITCHES

MON

LINEAR SYSTEM ,LINEAR FEATURE

2822MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARK OF A CIRCULAR
ENCLOSURE

MON

CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE ,ENCLOSURE

2824MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,ENCLOSURE CROPMARK OF A
CIRCULAR

MON

CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE ,ENCLOSURE

4245MHT

WELWYN ,PANSHANGER ESTATE ,GRUBS BARN ,ROMAN
MATERIAL GARDEN CITY

FS

FINDSPOT

11761MHT

,PANSHANGER DRIVE ,BARNDICOTT HOUSE ,MEDIEVAL
SILVER PENNY WELWYN GARDEN CITY

FS

FINDSPOT

11810MHT

TEWIN ,TEWINBURY FARM

BLD

,COW HOUSE ,GRANARY ,FARMSTEAD
WHEEL ,TIMBER FRAMED BARN ,STABLE
FARMHOUSE ,DAIRY ,HOUSE

11811MHT

TEWIN ,CHURCHFIELD ROAD ,THE OLD RECTORY

MON

VICARAGE

11812MHT

TEWIN ,CHURCHFIELD ROAD ,FORMER STABLE

MON

BARN

11900MHT

,COLE GREEN ,BLE SITE OF THE FIRST COLE GREEN
HOUSEPOSSI HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

HA HA ,BUILDING
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Mon UID

Name

Record
Type

Mon Type

11901MHT

,S HOUSE'TH CENTURY KITCHEN GARDEN AND
GARDENER18 HERTINGFORDBURY ,PANSHANGER

BLD

ESTATE COTTAGE ,KITCHEN GARDEN

12494MHT

TEWIN ,CHURCHFIELD ROAD ,COMMON

MON

COMMON LAND

12767MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,LATE BRONZE AGE OCCUPATION

MON

OCCUPATION SITE ,PIT ,DITCH

12768MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,GREEN LANE ,LATE BRONZE AGE
PIT

MON

PIT

1816MHT

TEWIN ,POSSIBLE MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT

MON

?SHIFTED VILLAGE

2103MHT

INTEW ,BRONZE AXE

FS

SITE

2170MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARKS OF LINEAR DITCHES

MON

LINEAR ,LINEAR FEATURE ,FIELD SYSTEM
SYSTEM

2185MHT

,HIGH GROVE WOOD ,CROPMARK OF A CURVILINEAR
DITCH HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

CURVILINEAR ,LINEAR FEATURE
ENCLOSURE

2794MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,G DITCHCROPMARK OF A RIN

MON

CIRCULAR ,RING DITCH ,ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSURE

2810MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARK OF A RING DITCH

MON

CIRCULAR ,RING DITCH ,ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSURE

2811MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARK OF A CIRCULAR
ENCLOSURE

MON

?HENGE ,CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE

2812MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARK OF A CIRCULAR
ENCLOSURE

MON

CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE ,ENCLOSURE

2848MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARK OF A LINEAR DITCH

MON

LINEAR FEATURE

2904MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,CROPMARKS OF RECTILINEAR
DITCHES

MON

FIELD SYSTEM

2154MHT

WELWYN GARDEN CITY ,NUTFIELD ,IRON AGE
ENCLOSURE LATE

MON

OCCUPATION ,CURVILINEAR ENCLOSURE
SITE

4358MHT

TEWIN ,S CHURCH'ST PETER

BLD

CHURCH

4424MHT

TEWIN ,MARDEN HILL ,BRITISH OCCUPATION-ROMANO

MON

OCCUPATION SITE
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Mon UID

Name

Record
Type

Mon Type

4803MHT

ORDBURYHERTINGF ,CROPMARK OF A RING DITCH

MON

CIRCULAR ,RING DITCH ,ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSURE

5186MHT

TEWIN ,POPLARS GROVE ,ROAD BRIDGE

MON

BRIDGE

16006MHT

TEWIN ,NORTH OF HOME WOOD ,PALAEOLITHIC
HANDAXE

FS

FINDSPOT

6416MHT

WELWYN ,(GRUBS BARN)HERNS LANE /DANIELLS ,EARLY MON
ROMAN PIT GARDEN CITY

RUBBISH PIT

6636MHT

PANSHANGER AERODROME ,WILLIAMS TURRETS-ALAN

MON

GUN EMPLACEMENT

682MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,BIRCHALL ,MOATED SITE

MON

MOAT

7680MHT

TEWIN ,CROPMARKS OF A LINEAR DITCH

MON

LINEAR FEATURE ,DITCH

7681MHT

TEWIN ,CROPMARKS OF ENCLOSURES

MON

CIRCULAR ,POLYGONAL ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSURE

7682MHT

TEWIN ,CROPMARKS OF A LINEAR BANK

MON

LINEAR FEATURE

7683MHT

TEWIN ,CROPMARK OF A LINEAR DITCH

MON

MACULA ,LINEAR FEATURE ,DITCH

7695MHT

WEST OF HIGH GROVE ,CROPMARKS OF FORMER FIELD
BOUNDARIES ERTINGFORDBURYH ,WOOD

MON

FIELD ,FIELD SYSTEM ,FIELD SYSTEM
BOUNDARY

7697MHT

,WEST OF BIRCHALL WOOD ,CROPMARK OF AN OVAL
ENCLOSURE HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

OVAL ENCLOSURE

7965MHT

,ROLLS WOOD ,RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE AND OTHER
EARTHWORKS WELWYN GARDEN CITY

MON

,FIELD SYSTEM ,ARTHWORKLINEAR E
RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE

9587MHT

TEWIN ,MARDEN HILL ,PARK AND GARDENS

LND

LANDSCAPE ,ORNAMENTAL GARDEN HA
HA ,WALLED GARDEN ,PARK

9975MHT

,BROCKET HILL ,CROPMARK OF POSSIBLE ROMAN VILLA
HERTINGFORDBURY

BLD

VILLA

13029MHT

TEWIN ,HOUSE MARDEN HILL

BLD

COUNTRY HOUSE

13625MHT

TEWIN ,APPROXIMATE SITE OF TEWIN HOUSE

MON

?MANOR HOUSE
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Mon UID

Name

Record
Type

Mon Type

15402MHT

TEWIN ,ARCHERS GREEN ,MEDIEVAL BARN-RESITED
POST

BLD

TIMBER FRAMED BARN

15403MHT

TEWIN ,POPLARS GREEN ,RIVER MIMRAM ,PUMPING
STATION

BLD

ING STATIONWATER PUMP

15404MHT

TEWIN ,ARCHERS GREEN ,HERTFORD ROAD
,WARRENGATE FARM

BLD

TIMBER ,FARMHOUSE ,FARMSTEAD
FRAMED BARN

16254MHT

WELWYN ,THE RIDGEWAY ,HORNBEAMS CENTRE
,MEDIEVAL DRAIN-POST GARDEN CITY

MON

DRAIN

17634MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,NCOLE GREE ,BIRCHALL LANE
,BIRCHALL

BLD

FARMHOUSE ,FARMSTEAD

6340MHT

,ARCHERS GREEN LANE ,MILL HOUSE AND SITE OF
TEWIN WATERMILL TEWIN

BLD

CORN MILL ,?WATERMILL ,WATERMILL

18297MHT

TEWIN ,CHURCHFIELD ROAD ,TH CENTURY
ALLOTMENTS19SITE OF

MON

OUSEPOULTRY H ,LAUNDRY ,ALLOTMENT

18298MHT

TEWIN ,CHURCHFIELD ROAD ,MUSPATTS FARM

BLD

FARMSTEAD

18404MHT

COLE GREEN ,HIGH GROVE ,CROPMARKS OF PITS AND
CUT FEATURES

MON

18651MHT

,WEST OF BIRCHALL WOOD ,DITCHES &MEDIEVAL PITS
HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

DITCH ,PIT

18652MHT

,NW OF BIRCHALL FARM ,EARLY IRON AGE FEATURESELATE BRONZE AG HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

LINEAR FEATURE ,POST HOLE ,PIT

18653MHT

,NW OF BIRCHALL FARM ,EARLY IRON AGE FEATURESLATE BRONZE AGE HERTINGFORDBURY

MON

DITCH

18654MHT

FORDBURYHERTING ,NW OF BIRCHALL FARM ,LATE IRON MON
AGE DITCH

DITCH

18655MHT

EAST OF BIRCHALL ,EARLY IRON AGE FEATURES-LATE
BRONZE AGE HERTINGFORDBURY ,FARM

PIT ,LINEAR FEATURE ,POST HOLE

18656MHT

HERTINGFORDBURY ,WEST OF BIRCHALL WOOD ,ROMAN MON

MON

DITCH ,DITCH
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Mon UID

Name

Record
Type

Mon Type

MON

FIELD BOUNDARY ,DITCH

DITCH
18657MHT

,NORTH OF BIRCHALL FARM ,NDARYMEDIEVAL FIELD
BOU-POST HERTINGFORDBURY
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Appendix L. How the significance of the
historic environment can best be
reflected should the site be developed
The brief for this project requires an opinion to be provided on how the significance of the historic
environment can best be reflected should the site be developed.
There are a number of historic environment elements and features at and around Panshanger
Airfield.
Should development be permitted on the airfield or on part of the airfield, this should be designed
in such a way as to preserve the significance and settings of the heritage assets identified in this
assessment. The significant elements and their sensitivity to development are discussed below.

Decoy Site’s control room
If it is decided to list, schedule and/or retain the decoy site’s control room at Moneyhole Lane Park,
its setting would need to be preserved to retain its significance. The extent of the woodland within
which it is located would need to be preserved as would the openness of the grounds at the park’s
south end.

Mess Block at North Site
If it is decided to list, or retain the former Mess building in the North Site, at Bericot Green, its
setting should be considered to include the grassed area immediately around it, especially that to
the west. As the landscaping to the south has altered its relationship with the airstrip, the southern
boundary of the open space around it is less sensitive to change, although any thinning of the tree
and hedge screens are likely to affect the settings of the heritage assets to the north in the wider
landscape. The other surviving buildings of the North Site contribute to the significance of the Mess
building, as they were associated with it since the early part of WWII. If these are lost there would
be a diminution in the contribution of the building’s setting to its significance and thus a slight loss
of significance.

The South Site
The South Site’s layout retains some significance as evidence of the site’s compact and formal
layout in the later WWII period. We have however concluded that none of the buildings in this area
meet the criteria for listing and the airfield site (or part of the airfield site) does not meet the criteria
for conservation area designation in its current state of survival. Should any development take
place in the future then provision should be made for the appropriate recording of buildings and
their layout. Any development of this area should make reference to the former layout of the
buildings and the massing of any new buildings should be less than the buildings present. The T”2
hangar is out of its original context and is out of scale relative to the traditional building heights and
sizes on the site. The massing of the T2 hangar should therefore not be used as a precedent for
the length or height of any replacement buildings.

The North Site
The majority of the North Site lies outside the current boundary of the aerodrome. It is our opinion
that the North Site is very sensitive to development due to its role in the wider landscape’s
character and the setting of other heritage assets. Any new structures that may be developed in
this location should not exceed one storey in height and should be carefully sited to preserve the
long views from across the Mimram valley. If possible, further development within the North Site
should be avoided.
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The Airstrip
The sensitivity of the aerodrome and its relationship with the settings of other heritage assets
(the historic parks and gardens and listed buildings over the Mimram valley) to the north, north
east and west, mean that the bulk of the airstrip nearest to the modern housing is less sensitive
to development than the airstrip’s northern boundary and the extreme eastern boundary of the
airstrip, to the north east of the South Site.

Archaeology
Should any development take place on the airfield or on part of the airfield, prior to the demolition
of any of the existing buildings an archaeological record should be made of any buildings to be
demolished. This should include a photographic record of their grouping and the spaces in which
they sit. The Historic Environment Record search has indicated evidence of buried archaeology.
During the landscaping to create the WWII airfield and during its reconfiguration it is possible that
some archaeology has been removed. However it may be that archaeology has been covered by
later landscaping and archaeological evaluation should precede any development as a condition of
consent.
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